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To Heads Of State:
It’s Time To CHOOSE
when you are involved in that which is goodly, the
antagonists of worldly greed and avarice are always and
constantly trying their best to topple you, even at the
IN BEHALF OF TRUTH
expense of their own downfall. It becomes easier with
Hatonn—It is hard to awaken in a foreign land, which to deal, however, as you experience and, finally,
face the slings and arrows of what IS, run through the out of the seemingly hard/bad experiences comes instant
list of things which must be attended, should be realization of actions from each circumstance.
What you seem to want to always accomplish is the
attended and, finally, move to attend them.
Messengers have a most interesting and intriguing goal, which is that pot at the end of some rainbow.
position in the evolving world, for they must keep OUT NO, YOU ARE DOING THAT WHICH IS THE
of as much as they are allowed in which to participate. EXCITING AND WONDROUS ADVENTURE—AS
It takes years to come to the point of being able to set YOU SOLVE THAT WHICH PRESENTS IN
aside ego-self and reach out in a total focus on NEGATIVE FORM AND MOVE IT INTO GOODLY
humanity’s needs in order to bring about the necessary AND POSITIVE REALITY. WHEN YOU ARE
ability to change.
PREPARED TO HANDLE THESE THINGS
Further, when dealing with such great potential as PRESENTED, YOU WILL MOVE CLEANLY AND
we hold, it is such a responsibility—while all the con- POSITIVELY RIGHT THROUGH AND INTO
artists, scam-agents and outright thieves and criminals ABILITY TO MANAGE THE TASKS OF THE
try to steal, ravage and pillage. It truly is like walking PRESENT, AS WELL AS KNOW HOW TO
through a field of wildflowers in full bloom without UTILIZE THE POTENTIAL OF SOME “FUTURE”
stepping on even the grass. Meanwhile, of course, EXPERIENCE. SINCE ALL IS “EXPERIENCE”,
YOU CAN NOW BEGIN TO
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WINGS, FLEDGLINGS, AS YOU LEARN TO
TURN THE POTENTIAL INTO WONDROUS
CREATION.
We watch in sadness that which takes place in the
political whirlwinds of governments and manipulations.
We witness, everywhere on the globe, the concerted
efforts of the Elite manipulators to totally destabilize
nations and economies, and destroy the would-be goodly
leaders.
In the Philippines, for instance, you have a man
who was duly elected, who is in the process of being
methodically torn apart. Does the man in point make
errors? Yes, indeed—HOWEVER—he is so
surrounded by thieves, corruption and liars, cheats and
manipulators as to render him all but unable to take
actions, FOR HE IS NOT TOLD TRUTH; HE IS
NOT GIVEN INFORMATION; HE IS LIVING IN A
PRISON OF NON-INFORMATION OF THE VERY
THINGS WHICH COULD OVERNIGHT CHANGE
EVERYTHING.
WE OFFER THE GLOBAL ASSET FOR
POSITIVE USE AND IT IS BASED ON ASSETS
(Continued on page 2)
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ALREADY AVAILABLE WITHIN THE NATION
AND IN THE HANDS OF THOSE WHO ONLY
WISH TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE NATION AND
THEIR HUMAN BROTHERHOOD—AND THE
PRESIDENT HAS BEEN DENIED EVEN GAINING
THE INFORMATION SENT OVER AND OVER
AGAIN TO HIS ATTENTION—FOR WELL OVER A
YEAR AND A HALF. HE IS STUNNED WHEN IT
FINALLY IS HANDED TO HIM THROUGH SOME
PERSONAL CONTACT WITH SOMEONE WHO
FINALLY IS CLOSE ENOUGH TO REACH OUT
AND LOVES ENOUGH TO CARE.
The man is a good soul and wants desperately to
bring forth that which allows growth and blossoming of
this nation, and as one thing after another is placed
deliberately to block any positive flow, he is left not only
blamed for the negative events but dumped on by media,
cohorts and, yes, even his closest advisors. THIS IS,
HOWEVER, WHEN GOD IS FINALLY HEARD!
You who believe there is no “conspiracy”, listen up.
I will remind you that even in the Philippines the VICE
PRESIDENT, a lovely lady, was an OXFORD classmate
of Clinton. Moreover, out of that class of Oxfordmanipulated “students”, there are now nine heads of
State in “power”—each manipulated by their own
puppet-masters!

enslavement out of total fear and terror. And yes,
indeed, it is serious and the plan works—every time—for
as long as mankind has been stumbling around in the
darkness.
We have even made attempts to get information to,
say, Mr. Estrada, via Brother Mike—but it is obvious
that it either made it no further than the good brother,
or—more likely—it NEVER WAS PRESENTED EVEN
TO THE FIRST PARTY. We have no involvement
with affairs of State or within politics—we only have an
offer to present FOR THE PEOPLE. IT MUST BE A
GOOD OFFER OR IT WOULD NOT BE STOPPED
AT ALL COSTS! (???)

HOW DO YOU RECOGNIZE SATAN?
Just experience and you will see Satan at work
EVERYWHERE. Satan takes on the costumes and the
very NAMES of the goodly to infiltrate, confuse and
destroy for his own games of destruction. He is served
by every level of society, through the most tiny to the
largest acts of deception, snitching, graft and
corruption—the most obvious of which I will now briefly
address and I ask that you think about it very seriously.
Let us take the circumstances in Mindanao (the
largest island of the Philippines), which is steeped in
terror, mayhem, anger and actual war/killing, hostagetaking and horror. Even though this is a tiny, tiny
segment of persons involved, it absorbs every fiber of
every being.
It is obvious from observation that the ongoing arms
supplies are being shipped in—and most of them are
sent in from a resource and source, not from a terrorist
bin Laden—from Israeli/U.S. sources. These are
programs of trainers from the international intelligence
operations right out of the CIA and Mossad. The signs
are all over every act committed. And yet, what is said?
“The Islamic group...”, or “The Christians...” or “The
Muslims...”, “The Moros...”, etc.
THESE ARE NOT ISLAMIC, MUSLIM,
CHRISTIAN OR MOROS!!!
THEY ARE
TERRORIST CRIMINALS WALKING IN DISGUISE
OF BEING A RELIGION, OR A RACE OR A CREED.
THEY ARE WALKING SATANISTS AND THEY
DIRTY THE NAMES THEY STEAL FOR
THEMSELVES TO FURTHER DESTABILIZE AND
BRING FURTHER RIFTS AMONG THE PEOPLE.
THEY ARE NOT IN ANY MEASURE ANY
REMNANT OF GOD.
Until you can get this straight, citizens, you are
going to be in misery and spiraling disaster, steadily and
increasingly, as you try to revenge one groupie after
another—that has NOTHING to do with these evil
criminals. These uprisings are PLANNED and
orchestrated for the most terrible impact on a society, so
that the people beg for more and more “protection” and

VICTIMS
I am going to burst a grand New Age idea that there
are no “victims”. This is another word misused and
abused. There may well be only “choices” of some
kind—BUT LET ME PLEASE ASSURE YOU:
THERE ARE VICTIMS! Anyone set upon, for good or
bad, is a “victim”—if they are not a conscious
collaborator. Any act against another while the other is
in “ignorance” causes that other to be a VICTIM. So,
please stop your nonsense and foolishness. Whatever
else Mr. Estrada, for instance, might be, HE IS A
VICTIM OF THE TEAMS OF CONSPIRATORS WHO
ARE OUT TO DESTROY HIM AND THE NATION OF
THE PHILIPPINES AND SERVE THE HEAD OF THE
NATION ITSELF ON THE GOLDEN PLATTER AT THE
FEET OF THE MOST SATANIC ELITE.
Can an Estrada make a difference if he chose to do
so? Of course. He could, overnight, set a whole new
and wondrous course into positive movement. Will he
do so? ONLY HE AND GOD KNOW WHAT THE
CHOICES FOR ACTION WILL BE—BUT HE MUST
SEE THAT IF HE DOES NOT MAKE SUCH A
POSITIVE MOVE, HE IS LOST TO DESTRUCTION
ANYWAY. HE IS RULED AND CONTROLLED BY
FEAR AND A NEED TO KEEP PROMISES TO
THOSE HE THOUGHT SERVED HIM.
A MAN MAY WELL BE AT HIS WEAKEST
POINT BEFORE HE MAKES A CHOICE TO TAKE
UP HIS POWER AND TAKE CONTROL, OR
CHOOSE TO GO DOWN IN SHAME. THE
OPPOSITE-MEANING WORD FOR “PRIDE” IS
“SHAME”, NOT HUMILITY. HUMILITY IS THAT
STATE OF BEING THAT EXISTS WHEN YOU ASK
GOD FOR HELP AND ACCEPT IT! AT THAT
POINT, BOTH PRIDE AND SHAME VANISH.
STRENGTH REPLACES HELPLESSNESS AND A
WHOLE NEW VISION OF TRUTH OPENS—IN THE
VERY FACES OF THE CITIZENS THEMSELVES.
It is such a SHAME that man considers that God’s
Plan only deals with spiritual matters. Spiritual TRUTH
is only the first step for full utilization of the PLAN.
GOD PROVIDES THE WAY! THEREFORE, WHEN
THE TRAPPINGS OF ACCEPTED FEAR AND
WEAKNESS ARE THROWN OFF—THE WAY OPENS,
AS A TABLE, FOR THE FEAST IS SPREAD FOR THE
TAKING. BUT FIRST THE GIFTS OF GOD AND
BROTHER—TRUE BROTHER—MUST BE ACCEPTED.
WHEN THE GIFT AND RESPONSIBILITY ARE
ACCEPTED, THERE IS NOTHING ON EARTH OR IN
THE ETHERS THAT CAN STOP THE
MANIFESTATION OF GOODNESS AND POSITIVE
GROWTH. NO ENERGY, NO HUMAN, NO BEING
CAN STAND IN THE LIGHT OF GOD CREATOR, AND
WHEN MAN TAKES THAT GIFT AND USES IT
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WISELY AND HONORABLY—THERE IS NOTHING
THAT CAN STOP IT.
Remember something, chelas, as you walk through
your awakening: You are looking at a time when you
stand on the brink of disaster on one side, and growth
and realized majesty on the other. You hear about
Mother Earth cleaning herself? Well, YOU are the
hands and feet that will measure the fields and plant
those trees. YOU are the stewards sent to prevent
exactly what has come to pass upon the world. You
fiddled while your “Rome” burned to the ground. There
is no “cross” to drag, nor are there sacrifices to be made;
GET UP OFF THOSE KNEES AND TAKE
CONTROL OF YOUR PLANET AND YOUR LIVES
MANIFEST UPON IT. You will be manipulated and
enslaved as long as you allow it. And, NO, you do not
need to kill anything, hurt anything or bash anything—
you just need to take what God presents and USE IT.
KNOW, HOWEVER, THAT YOU WHO MISUSE
THESE GIFTS OFFERED IN THE FORM OF THE GAIA
ASSETS WILL NOT FLOURISH. USE THE GIFT IN
GREED OR AVARICE AND THE PLANS WILL NOT
WORK OUT FOR YOU; YOU WILL NEGATE YOUR
ABILITY TO “HAVE” AND YOU WILL BE
REWARDED WITH THAT EVIL WHICH YOU PUT
FORTH—IN KIND. PLANT THE WRONG TREE IN AN
ORCHARD AND IT WILL BEAR BAD FRUIT.
Certainly, “Ekkers” are not in the sorting business—
although I AM. Many will pass through as the pathway
is opened and participants find their way, and very
rapidly the masses will follow the BETTER WAY.
PLAY NASTY OR GREEDY GAMES WITH GOD—
AND YOU SHALL REAP THE REWARDS OF SUCH
UNWISE ACTIVITY. AND NOTE, PLEASE: YOU
ARE JUST ABOUT OUT OF INDIVIDUAL
CHANCES TO MOVE IN JUSTICE AND POSITIVE
GROWTH—AND, INDEED, THERE ARE GETTING
TO BE FEWER AND FEWER CHANCES TO BLOW
YOUR PROMISES. SOME HAVE ONLY ONE
CHANCE LEFT. SOME ARE DESTINED FOR
GREATNESS AND SOMETIMES IT IS PAINFUL TO
STAND BY AND ALLOW THAT ONE—WHO WILL
CHOOSE THE RIGHT WAY—TO DRAG ALONG IN
THE PAINFULLY AGONIZING DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS.
YES, INDEED, this is written directly for some
HEADS OF STATE—starting this day, with this writing
to one, Joseph Estrada. He can reach out to every other
Head of State in Southeast Asia, and among them—just
by utilizing this GAIA gift—they can bring peace,
harmony, wealth and growth unseen before to this God
Blessed New Center of Greatness. For instance, things
are in such disarray in the Philippines that there is a state
of National Emergency and there need not be Martial
Law—but there can certainly be Presidential decrees and
Executive Orders issued which permit the use of said
assets based on use of national assets, which will
stabilize and support the economy instantly. All the rest
will follow as stability settles on all the nations of the
area. Once established on a solid foundation of
monetary stability—the very Heavens become the only
limit—and even that cannot be limited in the goodness
and creative potential within GOD.
NO, I DID NOT SAY “CHURCH” OR “RELIGION”,
FOR THOSE ARE MAN-MANUFACTURED CONTROL
STRUCTURES WITH TOTAL LIMITATION. I SAID
“GOD”, WHICH BOILS DOWN TO YOU AND GOD,
CITIZEN, WITH NO BROKERS, NO CONTROLLERS,
NO PAY-YOUR-WAY-IN AND NO LIMITATIONS—
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FREEDOM!
Laws of God must balance the behavior of mankind
but not through a religious ritual—only through the heart
of man to God in RIGHT INTENT AND ACTIONS.
The “Law of the Land” must come to be that which
presents ORDERLY function of man as he goes about
his FREE-WILL choices, while negating the ability of
evil players from usurping the rights of others for their
own greedy purposes.
When man sees what needs doing to bring goodness
upon the lands and seizes the opportunities offered, the
negative aspects will drop away.
We look at Manila and see the junkyard castoffs of
other nations and the building of pollution through use
of those killer items. Let us focus on old buses and
Jeepneys. Why can’t there be affordable rapid-transit
systems, NEW AND CLEAN BUSES and NEW
Jeepneys for the picturesque system noted for tourists?
There could be amazing Jeepney services to areas of
picking up the mass-transit-system vehicles, and all could
make a living as drivers and carriers.
What of the old buses and such? Dump them in
strategic places in the ocean to be utilized as artificial
reefs. The old frames could be
cleaned and actually bought by
artificial reef builders for that very
purpose. You can recycle and use
everything without dumping more
eyesores and junk on Mother
Earth’s face. If one nation will
make that move to serve Nature
and mankind at the lowest level of
citizenship, the greatest will be
served more abundantly.
Stop blowing up your reefs
and killing your oceans but while
you reclaim—use that which is
abundant, as in ships and buses
which have no use to better serve
both Nature and man. This is
such a tiny example that it is an
embarrassment to offer it—but
this is what reclaims, the tiny-most
effort.
Enough deeds of assignment
are OUT in the Philippines—with
more available for the asking, with
good projects for the people
presented for the building—that it
would now carry the entire load of
funding burden. The Government
ONLY should be in place to see to
the ability of the PEOPLE to grow
in honor and present their own
projects, to have jobs and selfworth. Government must be
serving the citizens and not selfserving, corrupt parasites sucking
the very lives from the people. THE
ELITE MANIPULATORS HAVE
ALL BUT SUCKED THE LIVES
FROM THE VERY CITIZENS
AND FABRIC OF THE WORLD
ITSELF.
When my team becomes
discouraged and weary after years
of just making an effort to deliver
the very assets themselves, I must
remind them that the very beings

of unseen presence are never-ceasing workers to allow
this wondrous evolvement. By “unseen” I mean both
energy forms who present in “thought” and more
specifically I refer to very manifest beings that you just
don’t know—other than from pictures or recognition of
presence in human form. Let us consider Mr. Estrada,
as an example. How many of you, right now, in the
same city for a very long time, have SEEN Mr. Estrada
and would you recognize him if you did? Stop your
nonsense and you will realize that a person can only take
up the space of his physical presence—ALL ELSE IS
ILLUSION. Moreover, being “dead” doesn’t mean a
person is no longer alive. THOUGHT is that which
lives FOREVER, and what thought remains within the
physical world is that which results from thought placed
into action. May your legacy be great in evolvement of
goodness upon this place, which has given you life and
the ability to experience. Evil dissolves before goodness
and there is no argument about it—for EVIL CANNOT
EXIST IN THE LIGHT OF GOODNESS!
It is now time on the Earth for the rising of those
who have been put down through force and tyranny
placed against them. Those Heads of States, wherein the

suffering has been greatest, can now come forth in some
type of unity to act in peace and abundance.
So be it and the time is NOW. Abundance is yours
for the accepting and stability within reach of all who
will accept it. Therefore, may YOU keep counsel and
council with those who SEE and HEAR truth, and
turn from those who destroy, lie, cheat and steal even
from themselves for the moment of ego
gratification.
GOD CARES NOT WHAT A MAN WAS.
GOD ONLY NOTES THAT WHICH A MAN IS
AND READS HIS THOUGHTS AS TO WHAT
INTENTS RESIDE IN THE HEART—WITHIN THE
SOUL OF THE INDIVIDUAL—TOWARD THE
POTENTIAL POSSIBILITIES OF “FUTURE”
EXPECTATIONS. WITH GOD, ALL THINGS ARE
POSSIBLE, AND WITH RIGHT INTENT IN
ACTION, WILL BE MADE MANIFEST.
May this be the time for the awakening through the
possibilities offered. In brotherhood, I remain available
to the call,
GCH
dharma

NEW PRODUCT NOW A
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AILABLE
New Gaia Products Presents:

GAIA
’S PREMIUM GLUCOSAMINE SULFATE
AIA’S
Relief from joint pain

Glucosamine sulfate is an essential component of joint, cartilage and
synovial fluid, and it is required for the normal repair and regeneration of
connective tissue. Deficiencies in glucosamine can lead to tissue weakness
and a decrease in the cushioning ingredient of the joint fluids and
surrounding tissues. Supplementation with 100% glucosamine sulfate has
been associated with providing relief from joint problems and with
exerting a healing effect on arthritic symptoms.
Lack of natural glucosamine in the body can leave cartilage unable to
function as a shock absorber. This can cause joint pain and swelling. The
body’s inability to produce enough glucosamine sulfate is considered a
major factor for the development of osteoporosis and osteoarthritis.
GLUCOSAMINE SULFATE 750 MG

$16.00
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INSURE protection, to allow for transfer, testing and
security for all parties involved of the accounting,
storage, transfer or warehousing of the gold presented
as “collateral” for further backing, so that reserves are
secured in the banking system to allow funds for
projects to flow easily and properly, as credit lines
backed by these collateral assignments. This allows
the banks to hold the value, guarantee their own
reserves and produce currency as needed for all
Because MAN is corrupt and will steal his very building, construction and growth—as in projects—in
own assets while also denying all things, in order to increments, so that the projects are not buried in debt
hold for himself any worthy assets which might be through interest on monies not necessary except when
connected to money or currency.
needed for use.
GAIA assets ARE GOLD, as in a “warehouse
receipt”, but note, please, that in today’s corrupted
WHY DOES GAIA GET 50%?
bankster system and derivative-type of speculation and
gold manipulation, the warehouses are “short”, the
GAIA doesn’t get 50%. The country of funding
banks are “short”, and it is now time to “show me the literally gets a minimum of 90% for immediate value.
gold” while “never minding the money”. The GOLD
GAIA’s “share” is held by the funding institution
has been stashed for and by the Elite, while the world to back each project or Deed of Assignment issued,
people are stripped of all fundamental ability for until such time as the instruments are secured and a
“value” upon which to base their economic structures. working plan can be established in conjunction with
Shifting around worthless paper pieces does not the needs of any lender, funder or participant.
present anything except worthless pieces of paper.
As gold increases in value—and it shall—the
The GAIA asset, for practical description of profits of such increase in value will be divided when
value, is a receipt for GOLD in the U.S. Treasury/ gold doubles in market value. This becomes a major
Federal Reserve system. A Deed of Assignment is a asset when growth—as expectations are that gold
representation of an amount of GOLD in warehouse, could easily reach even beyond $5,000/oz as value,
against the commodity itself. IT IS EXACTLY LIKE globally—is established.
A WAREHOUSE RECEIPT OR VALUE RECEIPT
GAIA is a Global ALLIANCE being established
FOR THE HARD METAL IT REPRESENTS. The and GAIA’s portion will be utilized to fund same—
OBLIGATION of the U.S.T./FED is to always HOLD globally. This demands equal equity in order to back
IN SECURITY enough HARD GOLD to cover 100% nations and people who have need and projects but
the principle and interest accrued on the rightful have no gold reserves or availability. This will ensure
debt—accepted and congressionally approved—of the the ability of purchasing gold or precious
GAIA holdings.
commodities on the open market upon which to base
It is now proven, however, that such manipulation any nation’s economy.
has taken place globally as to find that regardless of
GAIA demands that the concept of “free
the laws, there is lacking almost all of the gold lunch” or “something for nothing” is wiped from
reserves for ANY purpose. Therefore, if a nation— the face of the Earth as a “concept”—for a
say, the U.S. and/or the Federal Reserve—should Welfare State is a State enslaved by the Elite
bankrupt and come forth to say, “Oh, well, the gold Manipulators.
is gone and we are bankrupt, so what are you going
GAIA has agreed with the Powers-that-Be that it
to do about it?”—you can, as holders and purchasers shall not do domestic (U.S.) business at this time
of gold equal to the amount of the Deed of because of the MASSIVE size of the U.S. debt, and
Assignment in point, say, “Fine, you just work it out, there is, frankly, nothing available in the U.S. upon
Mr. FED, because we have our own collateral to which to base a gold system at the present moment.
back up the represented funds involved and to cover Arrangements have been established to resolve the
as collateral the projects funded, so you do whatever problems in the U.S. through this property but without
you wish but the debt is still due and owing.”
the overload of a demand, which could only be met
Bankruptcy does not negate the GAIA value and with “Bankruptcy”. The fact is: The U.S. has been
it cannot be “voted out” by Congress or any other bankrupt, of record, since the 1930s. All “wealth”
entity on the face of the Earth. It stands, solidly based represented now is DEBT to the Elite Banksters now
on GOLD.
calling for FORECLOSURES.
Gold can be purchased from holders and HELD
The status of Constitutional Law is gone, readers.
as hard collateral, while the deeds themselves can be Constitutional requirements have been set aside since
presented as RESERVES. This may well present as the onset of something(s) called “National
“belt and suspenders” caretaking, but it removes any Emergency”, “Domestic Emergency”, “War Powers
and all ability to manipulate, further, the assets, Act”, etc.
especially while establishing stability and shoring up
In the United States of America, in the 1930s,
the holding system to secure all transactions and bring Martial Law became the law and has never been
forth total disclosure.
reversed. This is continued annually by Presidential
GAIA has no interest in what came BEFORE, but Decree, and in the U.S. it is based, lately, on
only, rather, in keeping total and detailed records and BOSNIA and Kosovo and is extended annually to
monitoring of that which is NOW established.
avoid congressional note. It is now an established
GAIA is prepared to offer as a guarantee to “gold part of the functioning Government.
holders” the security of a Deed of Assignment to
GAIA assets allow a fundamental guarantee,

Benefits of Using
The GAIA “Plan”
5/8/00—#1 (13-266)

RE: WHY THE GAIA “PLAN”: GOLD, SECURITY
GUARANTEED, ABILITY TO USE IN ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE APPROPRIATE, INTERNATIONAL
CAPABILITY
MAY YOU WALK IN THE SHELTER OF HIS LIGHT,
THAT NO SHADOW CAN FALL UPON YOUR BEING

May you also act in this your journey in such a
manner that when your blessed Mother moves on, her
legacy shall be that she bore you! The greatest gift
a parent can receive is that their children reflect God,
as they become the good shepherds of that which is
entrusted unto them. Allow in every decision, that
which you know would be an offering worthy of
GOD as a Mother’s gift unto that GOD CREATOR.
Remember Mother’s Day and keep it Holy, lest there
is shame in her gift unto God.
Honor thy Father and thy Mother, that your days
may be long and fruitful from the good and sweet
tree of the orchard. As a Father and a Mother would
lay down their very lives that you might have life—
bring glory unto their name and a flame of dignity and
self-worth in the reflection of that which you ARE.
And unto your children, bear well in mind, give
them such honor unto yourself that they may present
as the fine example to lead a world to freedom, as
they assume their rightful legacy. “Things” have no
value beyond the moment, but honor and respect
endure through the eons of eternity.
YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE PAST—
EXCEPT TO MAKE RESTITUTION IF YE HAVE
WRONGED ANOTHER IN ANY WAY.
HOWEVER, YOU SHALL NEVER BE TOO OLD
TO SERVE GOD IN SUCH A WAY AS TO
LEAVE A LEGACY UNTO ALL WHO COME
AFTER YOU, THAT GOODNESS CAN REIGN
UPON THE EARTH BECAUSE “YOU” PASSED
THIS WAY!
ATON (The ONE Light)
***
Hatonn—Turning now to field some questions
which continually are asked regarding GAIA shared
assets:
LET US SPEAK OF GOLD
IN THE FORM OF HARD METAL
It is obvious that the very substance of gold
represents value upon which man has long based his
measure of worth and which is a standard—global in
recognition. So, we do not need to beat that topic
into the ground further at this writing.
WHY DOES THE GAIA ASSET REQUIRE
GOLD, IF THE VERY VALUE OF THE
CONTRACT ITSELF IS BASED IN GOLD?
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while shoring it up WITH GOLD IN HARD METAL
to stop any form of manipulation because the debt
itself is PAYABLE IN GOLD.
The validity and value of the GAIA assets were
established in the U.S. (and globally) through
Executive Order/Presidential Decree, that any bonus
bonds would be honored by the U.S. Government via
congressional law on any such instruments issued
prior to 1913 and the Federal Reserve Act. This has
been tested by/through the Supreme Court of the
United States of America.
Most documents, to protect guilty manipulators,
have been destroyed, burned or buried—BUT THE
RECORDS REMAIN, EVEN THOUGH SOME
HAVE LITERALLY BEEN EXPUNGED FROM
THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD ITSELF.
The GAIA assets were unlawfully used by
President Bush and his colleagues. This does not
negate the fact that the property is valid. The reserves
are STILL being used unlawfully by some of the very
most Elite manipulators.
THIS DOES NOT NEGATE IN ANY
MEASURE THE LAWFUL OWNERSHIP OF
GAIA. THIS LAWFUL OWNERSHIP HAS BEEN
ENTERED INTO THE RECORDS OF VARIOUS
STATES IN THE UNITED STATES AND THE
APPROPRIATE NOTIFICATION AND DEMAND
MADE AGAINST THE ASSETS REPRESENTED
BY CONTRACT NO. 3392-181.
Gold is the basis of lawful payment of the debt
and, therefore, gold will continue to be a base for
evaluation of same as relative to ANY currency of
any realm, thus standardizing the very value of any
currency utilized.

gold to also be placed for security, it never has to be
considered further between the U.S. and any other
agency or organization.
It would appear to the bearers of these
instruments that, even accepting Philippine “time” as
a basis for consideration, it is time for President
Estrada to step forward and reclaim the SOVEREIGN
NATION called the Philippines, DECLARE HIS
ASSETS AND START REBUILDING THIS
WONDERFUL NATION WITH THE WEALTH IT
CONTAINS STASHED IN CAVES TO LATER BE
STOLEN BY THE POWER-MASTERS.
This program gets assets into security,
INCLUDING GOLD.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF USE OF SUCH
RESERVE OR COLLATERAL?
Use of this GAIA “program” will cause any
currency based thereon to have market “value”, which
can be accepted anywhere on the globe as market
currency and exchange.
THE GAIA DEEDS ONLY REQUIRE A
STATEMENT—BY THE HEAD OF STATE,
CENTRAL BANK, THE PEOPLE, THE
“LENDERS”, ANYONE—THAT THEY ARE
VALID HOLDINGS AS RESERVES AND/OR
EXCHANGE.
In a national circumstance, let us example the
Philippines: THE PRESIDENT CAN SIMPLY
ANNOUNCE THAT GAIA RESERVES (DEEDS
OF ASSIGNMENT) WILL BE ACCEPTED AS
U.S. DEBT. THIS CAN BE INSTANTLY
ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH EXECUTIVE
ORDER OR PRESIDENTIAL DECREE.
This can also be established through the same
declaration by the Central Bank of any nation. Or, it
can be simply utilized “as is” by any bank—but must
be honored through the Central Bank for the issuance
of currency of the realm. The Philippines is a
SOVEREIGN NATION but that is often overlooked,
as the control by the foreign powers is so restricting
as to be de facto government.
So, actually, the only act required in explanation
is to DECLARE the documents valid and binding.
The facts are that this establishes the VALUE
consideration and with the use for the purchase of

SUBSTITUTE IMF-TYPE OF CONSORTIUMS
Indeed, the very group forming in Southeast
Asia—now being 13 nations in the area joining in
coalition to assist one another through these difficult
times of outside manipulation and take-over—can be
totally, fully, 100% backed by GAIA reserves for the
express purpose of strength, available wealth for
building, securing and defending the economies and
project potential of all involved nations. This type of
coalition will be honored as a part of the Global
Alliance Association as to backup support but GAIA
will NOT involve itself within the actual use or
operations of said coalition.
YOU DO NOT WANT TO—EVEN IF YOU
THINK YOU DO—REPLACE A SYSTEM THAT
COULD, WITH CHANGE OF PARTICIPANTS,
EVOLVE A TYRANNICAL POWER TO
SUPPLANT THE ONE ALREADY IN POWER.
THERE MUST BE ESTABLISHED THROUGH
PUBLIC LAW, WELL MONITORED AND
TOTALLY OPEN FOR SCRUTINY, A SYSTEM
OF PROTECTION OF SOVEREIGN NATIONS
AND THEIR ECONOMIES.
MAN IS THE SOVEREIGN ONE INDIVIDUAL
TO BE HELD IN CONSIDERATION THROUGH
THESE “LAWS” AND REGULATIONS. THE
COALITION AND “VALUE” IS FOR “MAN”—
NOT FOR GOVERNMENTS.
IT MUST,
HOWEVER, BEGIN WITH A NATION
DECLARING SOVEREIGNTY.
WHEN EACH NATION IS WEALTHY IN
ITSELF, IT NEEDS NO WORLD TRADE
ORGANIZATION WHICH CAN DESTROY IT IN
A FELL-SWOOP OF ENTANGLEMENTS AND
STRANGULATIONS, AS PERPETRATED AT THE
WHIM OF POWER BROKERS.
HOW DO YOU START
SUCH A MASSIVE PROGRAM?
No problem! There are in the Philippines enough
documents (DEEDS) out—and ready for beginning of
construction, industrialization, public improvements
through private corporations, foundations and coops—to serve the entire area of Southeast Asia,
including the Government debts and concerns.
GAIA and THE PEOPLE have already structured
a fully organized plan by individual citizens to move,
THIS VERY DAY, totally based on value with
recognition of resources of backup gold availability—
to literally start building TODAY.
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This will totally wipe out poverty in the time it
takes to get food to those poor citizens and get
organized to give them jobs in building their own
nation from its infrastructure up through its glory as
the new NATION under God, with liberty and
JUSTICE for ALL.
IF MAN IS NOT WILLING TO DO THIS JOB—
GOD IS!
When the “ability” for corruption is
REMOVED, the corruption will stop, for MAN
wants to be productive, honorable and have selfesteem—so the corrupters, WITH THE
CORRUPTION, will fall away as they are
replaced by total integrity and VALUE. The
grafters and manipulators will fall away—or
even, as remote as it may seem, get a job and
earn their way.
If there are debts owed to those who supported
political campaigns, etc., let us get them paid and
released, and then never again should any politician
run for office in the manners now established. Let
us release the leaders from the terrible hostage
bondage of political terrorism.
WILL THIS SOLVE PROBLEMS
SUCH AS EXIST IN MINDANAO?
YES. When the citizens have enough on
which to feed and grow, the allowance of terrorists
and criminal elements will be disallowed. The
“excuses” presented by the Evil Satanic groups will
be totally negated to null and void, and they shall
be exposed as the honorable men and women they
ARE—or they shall expose themselves as the
Demonic Terrorists they ARE.
When this happens and the foreign
manipulators, providers and enablers are recognized
and put out, the unrest and destruction will cease.
The foreign support in arms for the Mindanao
rebels is NOT COMING FROM SOMETHING
SO WATCHED AS A BIN LADEN, SILLY
OBSERVERS. The power, AND THE ARMS,
are being supplied DIRECTLY from such as
Israel and the United States of America. If an
army has NO GUNS OR AMMUNITION, there is
no war, my friends, for no rebel is caring enough
to go to war these days with spears and sticks.
Only the patriot or man with self-esteem will
defend with such weapons—and thus the need for
the removal of all defensive things from the hands
of the citizens.
WHO IS WILLING TO TAKE A STAND IN
RIGHTEOUSNESS? I GUESS WE HAVE YET TO
SEE, HAVEN’T WE?
“The time of the Lord” as taught in every
religion, even Satanism, IS AT HAND! MAN IS
DESTINED TO PREVAIL IN HIS RIGHTEOUS
WAY—IF HE BUT ACCEPTS THAT WHICH
GOD OFFERS UNTO HIM FOR HIS USE IN
THIS DAY OF RECKONING.
God walks with you, you know, so isn’t it time
you took HIS hand and walked with HIM?
Salu and good morning,
GCH
dharma
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Messages, Instructions To
Immediate Coworkers
5/9/00—#1 (13-267)
RE: VISITS, COLEMAN WRITINGS/BOOKS,
GAIANDRIANA, MOTORHOME REQUESTS,
PROPERTY (TEHA), ETC.
Hatonn—We would like to cover quite a few
topics this morning to allow us a little closer view of
this mountain we are climbing. While some wait, we
simply have to take one step at a time and it will help
if we all head off in the same direction—without,
preferably, pushing one another off the side of the
mountain.
VISITS TO MANILA BY ANY COWORKERS
DO NOT PUSH THIS RIVER—AT ALL!
We have not sent forth a general invitation to
anyone and this is for security. Some are now “in
touch” with us, ready, willing and able to descend on
Manila “to help”, “vacation”, “flow” (whatever that
might mean) and yet, at this moment, THIS IS THE
MOST DANGEROUS THING YOU—ANY OF
YOU—COULD POSSIBLY DO. NO, PLEASE!
Thank you, who work directly with us daily, for
getting travel requirements attended—HOWEVER, at
this time, there are NO FUNDS and with the push to
get passports and visas, there is a “behind-the-scenes
by surveillance people” reported “intention of mass
push for movement of the Phoenix people”. This is
a hazard to the people and a true setback to our
immediate work.
Just get things in order if you would consider a
visit, or whatever, and certainly—when the time is
appropriate—there can be a type of group tour AS
TOURISTS that would require very, very few visits,
even with Ekkers.
At the present time, the ones most willing to
travel to help us in Manila are really not getting along
in Tehachapi and under these stresses it would be a
made-to-order—by the enemy—explosion of tempers,
self-defense and, frankly, offense.
My suggestion is, to the “crew”: Don’t waste a
centavo or 10 seconds on such considerations as
some kind of migration flight to an expected Paradise,
when you are going to encounter some type of hell.
ONLY intended news gets to the U.S. and almost
all of that is MISSED. Right now, U.S. citizens
(including visitors) are targets under full fire and are
asked to NOT TRAVEL IN THE PHILIPPINES.
So, all, at best, that could be offered is a trip to the
Mall across the street, which looks more like
downtown Bakersfield than Southeast Asia.
We are working DIRECTLY with the top-level
people in this country and security will NOT be

jeopardized.
The “terrorists” mean what they say and the
sordid facts are that they plan a major offensive
reaching beyond Mindanao. Get a map, so you know
what that means. These nice and gentle guys and
dolls do the following little tricks while terrifying with
games of “kill you”. They behead captives—AFTER
they mutilate the bodies, which are still alive and
well. They have now gouged out eyes (both), so that
the prisoners are blind; they pull out the toenails and
fingernails in pure acts of brutality; they have cut off
the breasts of female teachers whom they have
hostage.
They have hostages still in bathing suits, with no
protection against elements or insects; they march the
people from jungle/mountain place to place barefoot;
they feed, if at all, only once daily a bit of rice
without potable water and you can guess what they
are doing to the young girls and boys. (They took
hostage “students”.) These games are not to extract
information, as in war. This is just for kicks.
You need to know that the last batch of 20something is a group of visitors to Sabah (Borneo) in
one of their best resorts and then moved to the
Jungles of Sulu, divided up and are now stashed here
and there in unknown places but held in incredibly
bad situations. They have allowed a doctor in and a
few pictures with a promise to kill the hostages
photographed. When a hostage gets bothersome, they
are tortured and then executed by beheading or a shot
to the nape of the neck.
There can be no notice of anyone visiting, for
Ekkers are under 24-hours-a-day surveillance and
guard, and any excuse whatsoever necessary would
be used to stop visitation, and the inspections at the
airport would be intense. It already takes at least two
hours to get through airport clearance and now the
security has been so beefed up as to negate anybody’s
“vacation” ideas. At the present time, they have
doubled up on bomb-sniffer AND drug-sniffer dogs,
whereat the airport more nearly resembles a policedog training ground.
I would suggest that when you come visit, finally,
that you get ALL NEW luggage, especially if anyone
else you don’t KNOW has borrowed it. One whiff
of pot or illegal drug of ANY KIND and the
party is immediately held, the luggage literally
TORN UP—AND EXPLANATIONS DON’T
COUNT. If there are “suspects”, then, at your
own expense, you will undergo urine tests and
then blood tests, if any positive substance is noted.
No, this is not a joke and was set into regulation
this past Saturday, for there have been major threats
and the terrorists have literally published a list of
where they will strike and so far they have hit every
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target.
Therefore, if one or two businesspersons came it
might be appropriate, but not to visit Ekkers more
than casually. You will soon see WHY.
We will be getting “there” soon enough but as far
as “plans” go, there can’t be any made with any hope
at all of keeping to a schedule. So, since passports
are issued in 10-year increments, just be prepared if
you would wish to visit, while also remembering that
until we get funding, there are no resources to assist
anyone with anything—and most especially not with
a “vacation trip to paradise”.
Some of the meanest things dumped on the
people currently are meningitis and bubonic carrying
(intentionally infected) mosquitoes to coincide with
the nice summer vacations, when you are prior to
monsoon and the temperatures are in the upper 90s.
Manila and Makati are suffering daily “brownouts” to
add to the misery. THE PHILIPPINES IS UNDER
ATTACK FROM EVERY DIRECTION WITH
ALL THE AMMUNITION THAT CAN BE
GARNERED BY THE “NEW WORLD” THUGS.
THE MAJOR INCIDENTS ARE INTENDED TO
TOPPLE THE ADMINISTRATION AND IT IS
UGLY.
***
This needs documenting please, Ron. AGAIN,
NCH has done a nasty number on us. PRESIDENT
ESTRADA SENT PEOPLE TO NCH TO GET
INFORMATION AS TO THE STATUS OF GAIA.
OH, WOW, NOBODY EVER HEARD OF THE
CORPORATION. This is not amusing: We have
people working daily with legal teams and
investigators. One reason it has taken a full additional
year to get anything done was because there were
prior visits to NCH—where the same thing happened,
if anyone cares to recall it.
This is now a full-blown focus on the business
dealings of one, NCH, for the information can be
verified through the State. However, this is one more
poison arrow which cannot be overlooked THIS
TIME. AND, it only took an hour to get back to
source.
THIS IS BAD BUSINESS, MR.
CHRISTIE.
Worse, on a PERSONAL BASIS, RON
KIRZINGER: There were special inquiries about
“Ron” and the answers were NOT GOOD. I would
think that some of you would most certainly get your
bellies full of this crap and consider some “action”, if
nothing more than a good hard talk with Mr. Christie.
It is not appropriate that we do anything in Manila
about this matter, lest we look so foolish as to
collapse the good, sound bridge now RE-built from
the bombs of NCH’s other, prior hits.
Who is responsible? If you own a company,
YOU ARE!
I will tell you what is determined here regarding
this incident in point. It is recognized through
registration and standing that GAIA is in good
shape—but NCH, INC. is recognized as a
PROBABLE intelligence operation and screen. I am
not going to offer details, for security reasons—just
document a “general” incident. CORT IS A FRONT
SET-UP AND DOESN’T EVEN SEEM TO KNOW
IT. Those nice “inquirers” were directly from Mr.
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Estrada, the PRESIDENT, sleepyheads, of the
Philippines, and probably only one of the most
important single persons in Southeast Asia. The
question right now might well be: “Is anybody in
there?”
***
As to ongoing problems with funds, I have two
pieces of input. The twin [plane] of Dr. Bart’s is not
worth the price of fixing up until it can be done right
and, therefore, would be of little interim help as to
immediate cash.
The other should be used—NOT sold. We are
working out something to help but right now we just
need a little relief.
Having talked with Chuck on Sunday, we are
also now aware that in the “dumped” stuff on the
south lot on Adam Drive were the pictures of family
events from the children’s childhood and personal
events. Chuck’s prom pictures, etc. were ruined, he
said, and couldn’t be salvaged. It is probable that
those pictures referred to could be saved, even if in
bad condition.
As to the possible sale of the property, I cannot
believe that such outright breach of legal matters
“could” take place, but who knows—and the deeper
they dig the hole, fine!
As to the coach—DO NOT SELL. Please ask
Gene to see to getting the smaller things fixed, i.e. the
ignition and whatever else it might need of small
things.
EKKERS WILL LIVE IN IT,
PREFERABLY IN FRONT OF THE DWELLINGS
OF OUR FRIENDS ON A ROTATING BASIS
AND, AS WELL, ON THE SOUTH LOT, WHERE
THEY CAN PULL POWER FROM THE
GENERATOR POWERED BY THE FUEL IN
THE DIESEL TANK. That would reduce the
contents for moving the thing and provide power to
the coach. Part of the time the coach can be set up
right at the Apple Center parking lot for the world to
witness. In fact, it could occasionally be parked
there, if desirable. Either way, we do not wish to sell
it now, for it will have good use as interim “housing”.
Gene has told us that the junk is now off the
south lot—BUT, there were some things (perhaps
20% of the things) that would have been WANTED
BUT ARE NOW GONE. All had sat in the weather
for at least four months, so were likely greatly
damaged, as there were some rainstorms.
Gene and Chuck were asked to go pick up the
remaining FIREWOOD which was on the south
property and BELONGED TO US but was being
constantly used by such as Bilger, et al. When they
went to get it, Bilger was at the house and did come
out and take pictures and CALLED THE POLICE.
The officers were nice but document this, for there
was also a GOOD wood rack, which is now gone.
That south lot is IESC property and this is just one
more thing to document. Most of the wood had been
taken and used.
***
Ron, please get in touch with Coleman and ask
for written permission (e-mail is fine) to print his
“Betrayal of the Philippines” article here in Manila.
We can give permission, but it would be a real
feather in Coleman’s cap and well rewarded out there

quite shortly if he gave a personal permission
statement. It should say: “E.J. Ekker has my express
authorization to offer and utilize my article written in
1985 entitled ‘Betrayal of the Philippines’ in any way
that is beneficial to the Philippines as he so deems it,
with the expectation that I will be commensurately
compensated.”
This is something all of you must always realize
when you seemingly bat “0” all the time. But it is
that which is unexpected that fits the puzzle that
makes 100% positive input to the overall realization
of TRUTH. And no, this is not connected, at the
least not yet, with Erick San Juan, so don’t err in
recognizing him personally.
It would be really good for us to have a few
“300” books to share and John’s other books on hand.
We can’t deal with the load of newsletters, for we are
bombed out in workload. I am speaking of only one
of the “others” and a couple, say, of “300”.
***
It is hoped to conclude some minor assistance
plans before or by the end of this month, which
would help with rentals, phone bills, etc. Just hold
strong, God’s delays are not HIS denials. We have
to attend one thing at a time as we move into more
comprehensive potentials.
There should now be consideration given to the
possibility of mounting that generator at Adam Drive
ON WHEELS, as in a small, heavy-duty trailer to
make it better utilized as a mobile unit, at the least for
the coach. There will be plenty of other uses if it is
made available and movable. The trailer should “fit”
the size and not just be mounted on the first trailer
available. This is not a rush, so let’s do it RIGHT,
please. And further, do not spend any needed funds
on same. We are moving right along now and these
are just good things to be working on when
convenient. Gene and Chuck can work out
removal—when the time comes—with Millers, and
leave the antagonism out of it, as to Tehachapi
players. They (Millers) will NOT be hateful, except
on the surface, to immediate Ekker family. At
present, we WANT those tanks and that generator
right where they ARE, please.
***
Please, Margie or Ellen, call Debbie and thank
her for “Mom’s” letter and card, along with the
bouquet of roses.
Also please thank John and Jean R. for the
beautiful crystal. I ask that E-E refrain from direct
acknowledgement on the e-mail until such time as the
hacking is better under control here. [E.J.: The
crystal is beyond my words—she carries it with her,
it is so beautiful.]
The NEWS DESK is so pertinent these days that
it would be a real cherry plucked to block ability to
present that information. Also, we have to protect the
“product” and keep that “distancing” from V.K.
Durham because the Big Boys are all over her trail
and she has finally been pronounced “crazy”. And
NO, they are not pronouncing us as anything but
valid and serious, which is ever so much the more
hazardous.
***
PERSONAL, TO E.J.: KEEP YOUR HANDS
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OFF ANY “COMMODITY” PRESENTED FOR
YOUR INSPECTION. YOU WILL NOT BE IN
ANY LOOP OF ANY TRANSACTIONS AS TO
PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT. NONE!!
All business MUST be totally open and secured
by proper transactions limited to the input you
ordinarily offer. You will not be able to tell a
fraudulent manipulation/sting operation from a clean
and good one, so stay out of it—totally—and make
sure every player is fully informed of same. Privacy
is not in point, your personal participation IS.
RESTUDY the rules of the play and who is
responsible for what portion of a given venture and
STAY OUT OF THE LOOP OF THE OTHER
SIDE’S RESPONSIBILITIES—CLEAN AND
CLEAR! We are IN THE HOME STRETCH and
we will allow NOTHING foolish to jeopardize
ANYTHING.
You can offer “the way” as to how it works and
could work, and make recommendations as to
participants, BUT YOU WILL STAY OUT OF
ANY
PERSONAL
CONSIDERATIONS.
FURTHERMORE, IT IS NOT YOUR BUSINESS
WHO BUYS OR SELLS GOLD. IF OUR
PEOPLE KNOW OF BUYERS AND THE
PARTIES HOLDING COMMODITIES PREFER
TO NOT TRUST THE CENTRAL BANK OR
OTHER BANKS, THEN DO NOT HOLD OUT
FOR CENTRAL BANK—EXCEPT FOR
STATING THE DESIRABILITY OF HELPING
THE PHILIPPINES.
YOU ARE BEING
PERSONALLY OBSERVED AND TESTED, SO
STAY OUT OF THOSE TYPES OF
NEGOTIATIONS, OTHER THAN WITH AN
“OPINION” OF HOW A THING MIGHT BE
BETTER HANDLED. THIS IS URGENTLY
IMPORTANT, FOR I SEE YOU BEING PUT IN A
POSITION OF MAKING STATEMENTS AND
HAVING
SOME—EVEN
IF
MINOR—
INVOLVEMENT IN TRANSFERS. THE ONLY
THING WE TRANSFER ARE MOAs AND
VALID DEEDS OF ASSIGNMENT! [E.J.: AYE,
AYE, SIR, SUCH A PLEASURE FOR ME.]
There are more than plenty of Philippine citizens
to handle anything that might come up without your
involvement. [E.J.: AMEN.]
***
This is sufficient for personal input, because it is
now coming OUT in the paper by the top-level
military officers that it is now fully recognized that
the CIA may be behind all the horror and terror in
Mindanao. I want this documented in our own
writings, Dharma, so let us plan to cover some bits
and pieces of the news presented here and NOW.
Estrada will be coming back shortly from his
inspection of the “war zone” and we will get on with
our task at hand. These things will strengthen his
commitment and realization more than anything we
could ever offer on the matter.
Mark was to look into some matters for Ekkers
and we should have heard back but have not, so, Rex,
please follow up.
Thank you and, again, hold strong, we are getting
there! GCH
dharma
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IMF, WTO And Banking
Observations From Asia
5/12/00—#1 (13-270)
PHILIPPINE OBSERVATIONS
Hatonn—Being totally uninvolved other than as
visitors in a foreign land, it appears that nobody can
actually see what is taking place or, at the least,
connect the dots to one another to form a picture.
Some days the simple task of getting up to
witness the next daylight version of the massive and
overwhelming concert being played out by orchestras
in full discord is too much for the brain to handle in
the sorting process. To cover it all adequately would
require a thousand-page book a day, which would
then ensure that NOBODY would read it.
So, to a bit of humor, perhaps, in the viewing
while realizing that nothing is “funny” but is totally
outrageous.
I don’t have to go very far to see the absurdities
presented and probably neither does anyone else,
except the poor folk, like the President of the country
who is, after all, just trying his best to simply survive,
while the enemies in his own Cabinet and
Government try to dump him on the trash heap,
undermine everything he does, the media attempt to
destroy him and yea, after all, what else is taking
place.
Example item:
[QUOTING, excerpts from the Press,
Philippines, May 11, 2000:]
$1.1-BILLION SAN ROQUE DAM NOT
ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE, SAYS STUDY
The $1.1-BILLION San Roque Multipurpose
Project is not economically feasible and will only
result in the Government paying P400 million [$10
million] A MONTH to a private consortium
“regardless of whether [or not] there is sufficient
water available to generate power”.
[H: In addition, get the following, and it will
really mean something to anyone who is in the
energy business or more especially the
“alternative” energy business. But what does a
nation do when the contracts have already been
signed?]
Under a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), the
Philippine Government through the National Power
Corp. (NAPOCOR) will be buying electricity from
the San Roque Power Corp. (SRPC) at P13 to P21 per
kilowatt-hour (kWh). THE SAME ELECTRICITY
WILL BE SOLD BY NAPOCOR IN ITS LUZON
GRID (highest among the grids) AT ROUGHLY P3 per
kWh. [P1 roughly equals $0.025.]
“The Project is a publicly-subsidized construction
contract, which will compensate the developer during

project life even in the event of low generation and/
or absence of a market for the produced power,”
White said. “Not only does the private-sector
participation not demonstrate economic viability, the
reliance on subsidy suggests that the project is not
economically feasible in its own right.”
NAPOCOR was scheduled to draw $210 million
last December as the first tranche of a $400 million
loan from the Japan Export-Import Bank (JEXIM).
Another $600 million is programmed for the nonpower component of the San Roque Multipurpose
Project, which will reportedly be extended by the
Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF).
Other Government agencies involved in the San
Roque Project are the National Irrigation
Administration, the Department of Public Works and
Highways, the Department of Finance, the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources and the
Department of Budget and Management.
The private consortium is composed of Marubeni
Corp. of Japan, Sithe Philippines Holdings (A
DIVISION OF SITHE ENERGIES OF THE U.S.
and Kansai Electric Corp. of Japan).
White pointed out that despite the impending
privatization of NAPOCOR, “The Philippine
Government WILL STILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
GUARANTEEING THAT THE SAN ROQUE
PROJECT GETS PAID ACCORDING TO THE
ONEROUS TERMS UNDER THE PPA.”
The anticipated losses resulting from the onerous
contract between the Independent Power Producer (IPP)
and NAPOCOR will add to the already ballooning
stranded costs the Government will have to shoulder due
to the nearly 40 IPP contracts, the study said.
Of the more than P625 billion NAPOCOR
liabilities, roughly a third is said to be made up of
stranded costs directly related to its contractual
obligations with the IPPs.
Dr. Wayne White of the Foresight Associates,
U.S.A. [commented] on the multipurpose project,
which includes a dam and power plant located at the
Agno River in Pangasinan. The power plant will
have a generation capacity of 245-megawatts (MW).
[END OF QUOTING]
Does anyone REALLY wonder at the poor
decisions made by the Native Americans in their
dealings with the Big White Brothers? Oh, and by
the way—don’t be misled by Japan-U.S. “stuff”—IT
IS ALL THE VERY SAME THING, JUST
SCATTERED TO PROTECT THE GUILTY. NO
FOREIGN INVESTOR CAN OWN MORE THAN
60 PERCENT OF A COMPANY IN THE
PHILIPPINES—OR IF YOU ARE NOT A
CORPORATION IN THE PHILIPPINES, YOU
CAN ONLY OWN 40 PERCENT. HENCE, THE

PUSH OF ESTRADA SOME MONTHS AGO TO
GET AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION
TO ALLOW FULL, 100% OWNERSHIP OF
COMPANIES IN THE PHILIPPINES—AND, OF
COURSE,
THE
PRIVATIZATION
OF
CORPORATIONS, BANKS, ETC.
CHINA
Ah, so, what of China in the mega-bank mess?
Well, it is all entangled with Spratley Islands
problems, Taiwan problems and some kind of a
working agreement regarding BANKS.
But how does it generally work out? Well:
[QUOTING, “NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL”,
By Margaret Jao-Grey:]
ANYBODY BUT MR. ESTRADA'S FRIEND
Banks notes 1: As an act of courtesy, the Central
Bank of the People’s Republic of China has asked
President Estrada to name the Philippine commercial
bank which will be allowed to engage in full-branch
banking in China. Naturally, Mr. Estrada has asked
for the recommendation of the Economic
Coordinating Committee (ECC), among whose
members are the country’s top two economic
managers—Bangko Sentral Gov. Rafael
Buenaventura and Finance Secretary Jose Pardo.
Well, the ECC has made its recommendation and
Mr. Estrada has approved the choice. One of the
criteria set by the ECC is that, as much as possible,
its recommendee-bank will not be criticized for
having gotten the China license because of close
personal ties to the President.
The documents allowing one Philippine
commercial bank to do business in China and one
China commercial bank to do business in the
Philippines will be formally signed during Mr.
Estrada’s state visit next week to China. Included in
the President’s entourage are ALLIED BANKING
CORP., MAJORITY STOCKHOLDER LUCIO
TAN AND THE METROPOLITAN BANK AND
TRUST CO. MAJORITY STOCKHOLDER,
GEORGE S.K. TY. Mr. Tan, who is concurrent
President of the Federation of Filipino-Chinese
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Inc., has
significant investments in China. [H: Well, yes, I
guess so, as Mr. Tan is Chinese and a MAJOR
TAIPAN.] With four branches, Mr. Ty’s Metrobank
has the strongest Philippine bank network in Taiwan
(considered by China AS ONE OF ITS
PROVINCES).
[END OF QUOTING]
Anyone recognize the rock and/or the hard place?
NEXT, we shall look at the third point on the
triangle of rock, hard place and total picket fence.
You are also going to SEE CLEARLY why there
was a push and need to bring 100% foreign
ownership of businesses in the Philippines. Look for
the clues and keep your pencils ready to draw those
lines between the dots. PLEASE NOTE THE
PLAYERS:
[QUOTING from the Philippine Star, Business
Section, May 12, 2000:]
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GOV’T. DEFERS SALE OF PNB
Government has decided to postpone the
privatization of Philippine National Bank (PNB) for
one month, or from the original schedule of May 26
to June 26, to give interested buyers more time to
conduct a due diligence on the bank and await the
signing into law of the General Banking Act (GBA),
Finance Secretary Jose T. Pardo announced
yesterday.
Government has asked the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) to agree to an extension, while Taipan
LUCIO TAN, who holds 30 percent of PNB, will
also be asked to agree to an extension.
The IMF, Pardo said, has agreed to the
postponement to ensure a transparent and successful
sale of the former Government bank. [H: Anyone
who believes that, I have some bridges...]
The revised GBA must be in effect before the sale
is conducted, so the prospective foreign bidders could
qualify for 100-percent foreign ownership. Under
existing laws, foreign ownership of a local bank is
allowed only to a maximum of 60 percent IF THE
FOREIGN ENTITY INCORPORATES LOCALLY,
or just up to 40 percent if it is a purchase of equity.
Pardo said the schedule for prequalification and
payment for any bidding fees will also be moved
accordingly.
He said that at least one local bank had paid the
fee to the Government but several interested bidders
have expressed interest in PNB.
To date, there are two local banks interested in
bidding for PNB, PLUS TWO U.S.-BASED entities,
one of which is a bank and the other is a financialservices firm.
Meanwhile, the SEC is exempting the PNB from
its tender-offer rules, which require investors buying
more than 51 percent of a listed company to offer
shares to minority shareholders.
The Commission En Banc said it approved
PNB’s exemption from the tender-offer rules to be
consistent with its previous positions in the case of
earlier bank buyouts and mergers such as the
acquisition of 72 percent of Philippine Commercial
International Bank (PCI Bank) by Equitable Bank, the
merger of Bank of the Philippine Islands and Far East
Bank and Trust Co. and, more recently, Metropolitan
Bank and Trust Co.’s acquisition of Solidbank Corp.
With the approval, the winning bidder for PNB
will not be required to undertake a post-acquisition
tender offer to minority shareholders.
Finance Undersecretary Cornelio Gison asked
SEC Chairman Lilia Bautista through the moneymarket operations of the regulator, that the tenderoffer rules should not apply to the sale by PNB and
tycoon Lucio Tan or their respective buyers.
The SEC’s approval on the exemption from
tender-offer rules is required, especially since the
SEC has yet to come up with revisions of the existing
tender-offer rules that would ensure fair play for
parties interested in acquiring shares of a company.
[END OF QUOTING]
Meanwhile, back at the war in Mindanao: The
foreigners have replaced the Philippine officials
dealing with the criminals holding hostages—
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WHICH, by the way—there will be much more
coming out in the storm of SCANDAL, because....
Ah, yes, it is now fully clear to the people that
there was a major Intelligence Operation which took
place in the seizure of hostages from Borneo (Sabah,
Malaysia), and guess what: It is that the CIA and
affiliates structured the abductions in connection with
some Filipino workers and “possibly” the American
couple, who happened to be the ONLY ones not
captured and who somehow just got away into hiding
while everyone else was TAKEN. Malaysia is upset
and has tossed out hundreds of Filipinos
(undocumented) from the area and put a gunship
offshore.
Now, this is not so very interesting in its own
light, but the facts that the “old” crew of the
Government and the Vice President are fresh back
from U.S. tutoring and Ms. V.P. was to have handled
the Mindanao events while Ex-President Ramos just
gave advice after advice THROUGH THE PAPERS
AND MEDIA, pushing Estrada into a focus of
absurdity right down to knocking the badge on his
uniform, which states Commander in Chief.
There is SHAME to be shared in the Philippines
but it is not of the President. Now, with the above
writings in point, regarding such a major, important
move with China, the push is to confuse Estrada’s
necessary trip to China as being without merit and
show that he is somehow “running out” on his nation
in trouble; while, by the way, leaving the mess in the
capable hands of this V.P., set, it is said, to topple
Mr. Estrada.
Oh, no, I am NOT kidding. Let us offer just a
bit on that topic from the Internet.
[QUOTING, Stratfor.com, May 4, 2000:]
CONFUSION IN MANILA
Summary
Philippine Vice President Gloria MacapagalArroyo was set to meet with hostage-takers in the
southern Philippines, despite objections by President
Joseph Estrada. While most of the first set of
hostages held by the extremist Abu Sayyaf have now
been released, it appears that the group is very
astutely playing on divisions within the Government
in Manila, as are leaders of other Muslim groups.
The rebels are hoping that the current crisis can be
used to alter the power structure in Manila.
Analysis
On May 3, extremist Abu Sayyaf group’s
spokesman, Abu Sabaya, contacted Philippine Vice
President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo by telephone to
discuss the release of Philippine hostages being held
by the group on the southern island of Basilan. The
group offered to release the hostages being held on
Basilan to Arroyo so that negotiations can focus next
on a group of foreign hostages on the southern island
of Jolo.
Macapagal-Arroyo’s participation in the
negotiations was abruptly cut short by Estrada. Press
Sec. Ronaldo Puno told reporters that MacapagalArroyo had permission to talk to Abu Sayyaf and
deliver messages to Estrada—but nothing more. A
firefight between the military and hostage-takers has
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since led to the release of 15 captives on Basilan.
And Macapagal-Arroyo’s involvement became a “non
issue”, her spokesman, Bobby Capco, told Business
World.
THE HOSTAGE SITUATION IN THE SOUTH
APPEARS TO ADD STRESS TO THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT
AND HIS VICE PRESIDENT. FOR SOME TIME,
MACAPAGAL-ARROYO HAD ADOPTED A
LOW-PROFILE ROLE BEHIND ESTRADA. BUT
FOLLOWING A TRIP ABROAD IN EARLY
APRIL, SHE HAS RECENTLY BECOME MORE
VOCAL, CALLING ON THE GOVERNMENT TO
ASSESS WHETHER IT IS ADEQUATELY
ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF THE POOR OR
JUST THE POWERFUL. SOME OF ESTRADA’S
PARTY MEMBERS ARE CONCERNED THAT
ARROYO IS CLANDESTINELY WORKING TO
BRING DOWN THE PRESIDENT.
Beleaguered by accusations of cronyism, tepid
foreign investment and an escalating conflict in the
south, Estrada faces a potential challenge from
Macapagal-Arroyo. His popular Vice President also
happens to be from the OPPOSITION Lakas Party.
Giving Macapagal-Arroyo a prominent role in any
negotiations would only add to her popular support if
she were able to accomplish an end to the standoff
that Estrada—through the military—has been unable
to achieve.
Abu Sayyaf is not the only group using the
hostilities to take advantage of the political instability
in Manila. The established Moro Islamic Liberation
Front (MILF) broke a cease-fire with the Government
on April 30 after the military continued to mass
forces around its base, Camp Abubakar. MILF
leaders have reportedly said that they are preparing to
defend themselves against the Government.
[END OF QUOTING]
I have chosen to end the quoting [of that report]
at this point, for I am not interested in causing any
more grief than is already fomenting in this painful
operation to “Take the Philippines”.
It is so much easier to see the game in play from
a better vantage point than 9000 miles away. Now
you get some idea of how a foreign journalist or
analyst has to juggle and struggle to put any kind of
order into the ongoing chaos.
Now we are going to move on to the real
problems and take a good, square and, hopefully,
objective look at who is doing this unsettling
operation—the actual puppet-master at work.
For this next observation I will just present an
article by James Harrer from The SPOTLIGHT, May
1, 2000.
[QUOTING:]
WORLD BANKERS
WANT FREE REIGN OVER WORLD
TREASURY CHIEF, BANKERS, GOP BIGWIGS
SCHEME TO REFLOAT SUNKEN MULTILATERAL
AGREEMENT ON INVESTMENT (MAI).
U.S. Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers, in an
alliance with Republican congressional leaders, is trying
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to bring back the discredited Multilateral Agreement on
Investment (MAI) through a hidden trapdoor.
A congressionally chartered Washington braintrust
known as the International Financial Institution
Advisory Commission (IFIAC) chaired by Prof. Allan
Meltzer, an arch-conservative economist, has come up
with a set of proposed reforms designed to “improve”
the way the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Bank operate. This comes just in time for the
spring meeting of these two institutions.
Behind the closed doors of their Washington
headquarters, the assembled global bankers held
“intense” discussions of the changes proposed by the
congressional reform commission.
A pivotal measure proposed by the Meltzer
commission would mandate that in the future the IMF
and the World Bank (WHOSE NAME WOULD BE
CHANGED TO WORLD DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY) could extend loans or grants only to
applicants that “pre-qualify” for funding.
To “pre-qualify”, a nation must agree to lift all
domestic curbs or regulatory limitations on the free flow
of international investments, precisely the key issue on
which MAI was floated by the global financial elites—
and sunk by opponents defending their national
jurisdictions.
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A warning: China is interesting in ongoing
operations and remember that a gracious Chinaman
may well bow and smile right to you—but I suggest
you not get carried away.
The U.S. has the ultimate problems in
confrontation. You have the Israelis having taken topsecret weapons directions and sold them, as is their
method around the globe, and the Chinese can now
nuclear bomb even the United States without needing to
go abroad.
As for the Philippines in this picture? Well, the
U.S. HAS NO OTHER POSSIBILITY OF BASES IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA—SHORT OF AUSTRALIA,
ETC. This is very serious, indeed. And, ah, but—
Doesn’t anyone KNOW that a military base,
airport, etc., is being brought right up to top-level
technology for the U.S. at General Santos City,
Philippines? Oh, no? A big NAVAL BASE (U.S.) is
also being built right there also. Golly-gee-whiz, isn’t
it amazing what nobody knows—especially the leaders
of your own nations?
By the way, number two: The Mindanao “war” is
staged to do exactly what is happening in the Middle
East—TO START A MAJOR CIVIL WAR, so that U.S.
or UN troops can be “begged for intervention”. It is
obviously spread before you, as you who have paid
attention through the years to actual happenings can see this
WHY MAI ALREADY FAILED
one a mile away, coming like an out-of-control bulldozer.
But, with all the blather and name changes, etc.,
“The global financial initiative known as MAI is WHAT EXACTLY ARE THE WORLD BANK, IMF,
their favorite project,” said retired bond analyst Roger WTO? Starting with the:
Luckman. “It would wipe out the limited authority
WORLD BANK GROUP
governments may still possess to curb frenzied
speculation, flimflam junk-bond swindles, marketFounded in 1944 at the Bretton Woods meeting, the
rigging, currency manipulation and similar popular
World Bank Group was originally tasked with
scams in their jurisdictions.”
Under MAI, regulatory structures would be providing loans to assist in post-WW II reconstruction.
abolished or suspended to ensure that international It is made up of five institutions: the International Bank
capital enjoys unfettered free flow around the world. for Reconstruction and Development, the International
These banking regulations were administered by public Development Association, the International Finance
officials whose job it is to maintain a measure of order Corporation, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency and the International Center for Settlement of
and fairness in the financial markets.
But well aware that this would make them Investment Disputes. Since then, the World Bank has
vulnerable to predatory hot-money schemes, raids by become a huge, bloated financial institution, lending
Wall Street speculators intent on wrecking the payments nearly $30 billion to poor countries annually. Critics
systems of smaller economies and other schemes of the of the World Bank charge that the Bank is managed by
global financial elites, enough nations opposed MAI to a staff of incompetents who operate in utter secrecy and
answer to no one. By lending to debtor nations where
defeat the measure last year.
In response to the initiative, Dr. Walid Nashabi, a criminal investors and international thieves wantonly
former World Bank economist, now financial adviser to pillage the financial systems, detractors say it wastes
a group of Lebanese financial firms in New York City, U.S. taxpayers’ dollars and worsens the economies of
warned: “This is another cunning, underhanded ‘cover countries.
and deception’ operation by Larry Summers, the most
devious American Treasury chief I can remember. It
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
must be resisted, just as MAI was.”
[END OF QUOTING]
The IMF was created in 1944 at Bretton Woods as
Well, “the most devious...” is a bit of an the so-called “guardian of the global economy”,
overstatement, since such as Mr. Bentsen with George ensuring that nations’ exchange rates pegged to the gold
Bush got some things accomplished that ensured they standard stayed within set values. But after Richard
could direct the entire package through a “SuperFund” Nixon suspended the gold standard, the IMF lost is
they established but which somehow ended up in raison d’être. Since then, the Fund has primarily
“Global’s” hands. But I think it becomes pretty become a lender of last resort for cash-strapped
obvious that nobody dares buck the “system” and thus countries.
Much of the criticism of the IMF stems from its
they keep everything pretty well “contained”.
practice of conditioning loans on a country’s willingness
World, welcome to slavery.
Ah, but some of the world does NOT want to move to abide by a set of strict economic conditions for broad
into another Puppet-Masters’ slave camp—they want sectors of its economy. This “restructuring” undermines
a country’s right to self-government and opens it up to
their own operation.
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speculative feeding frenzies by international speculators
such as George Soros. The IMF’s international power
grab has consistently been endorsed by the U.S.
Treasury Department as a way of furthering U.S.
economic foreign policy. The U.S. is the largest
financial contributor to the IMF and has the largest
share of votes—18 percent.
THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION
The WTO sets, administers and enforces the rules
of global trade. The group includes a legislature, called
the Ministerial Conference, which consists of 135
nations, each with one vote. It also has an executive
branch consisting of a director-general, an unelected
multinational bureaucracy with a secretariat,
committees, councils; dispute panels and review bodies;
and a supreme court of trade, called the Dispute
Settlement Board, that decides trade disputes but its
rulings cannot be vetoed by any member nation. The
United States has only one vote, as does Cuba, Haiti,
Rwanda and Somalia. The majority of the member
nations are dictatorships and are not friends of the U.S.
They consider international organizations as vehicles to
finance their socialist economies and ruling classes
using U.S. wealth and technology. Under the WTO, the
member nations must abide by the judgments of the
Dispute Settlement Board, which deliberates and votes
in secret. The WTO can impose financial penalties and
sanctions if the WTO decides that our laws don’t fully
obey its dictates. Under WTO, the multinational
corporations may shift their operations anywhere in the
world, where there are no fair labor or environmental
regulations and 50 workers can be hired for the wage
of one American and then enjoy duty-free access back
to the U.S.
Ah, indeed, it was going to be such an easy thing,
these controllers thought, to simply turn the beasts loose
and totally wipe out Southeast Asia, as methodically as
making a pie crust with a rolling pin. Malaysia blew
the plan and thus is paying dearly now as such as the
U.S., through the likes of Gore, Albright, Cohen, et al.
tried to topple Mahathir. Then came the UN to attend
Indonesia, along with and through the directions of
HENRY KISSINGER, who would advise the nation
through his Kissinger Associates. Then poor Taiwan
vs. the Dragon, China, while all the while Taiwan is a
Casino toy of Ho, et al. But yes, it is a part of China.
And, people, China holds a VERY BIG STICK, and
has Taipans and managers throughout Southeast Asia
and cannot be overlooked in any sense of wise
reckoning.
Do you actually think, in just this little bit of
“insight” offered here, that there can be conflict avoided
at a very major operation scale?
E.J. has stated it well: “It takes guts to be a Hero,”
and perhaps there are simply not enough guts to serve
the day. However, never underestimate that God can be
the Hero, as “wind beneath the wings”—if change is
truly sought.
Satan had a plan 2000 and HE IS RIGHT ON
SCHEDULE. THIS IS YEAR 2000 AS YOU HAVE
PRONOUNCED IT TO BE. What did you think
would happen?
GOD OFFERS A COUNTER-PLAN OF THE
SAME, EQUAL MAGNITUDE FOR THE USING.
So be it. Salu
dharma
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Of Mother’s Day
And Miscreants
5/14/00—#1 (13-272)
MOTHER'S DAY
Hatonn—I don’t have much comment
regarding Mother’s Day, as the calendar reads, for
that day marked is a day of advertising to further
exchange commercial items set forth by the very
players who deceive and steal from you every
other day of the year as well. Therefore, I won’t
be a party to the day of note except as a reminder
that any day that sets one day apart from the
sameness of the others is valuable in keeping
mental notes isolated from the sameness of the
other days in experience. For example, this
Mother here in Manila at this keyboard may come
to realize that this is about the “time” that she
began to first “enjoy Manila”.
What would this mean, in particular? Well,
things are moving outside the range of human
recognition but this is a day when other
“fragments” of the human children honor their
Mothers as well, for it is expected that the ones in
leadership positions will give honor to their own
Mothers or those Mothers will be given attention
by the grande citizenry—and who knows what
goodness or darkness lurks in those private
moments between a Father or Mother and a Son
or Daughter? But this is a very good day for the
Philippines! That said, it is a good day for
Mommy Doris and all you people who pause to
look around, for after you see all the blot of evil—
beneath the shroud of darkness—you will, if you
direct your mind to TRUTH, see Light and The
Way.
The point I wish to make here is that EVERY
DAY you must act in goodness and Light that
your days may be WORTHY upon the Earth that
God AND YOU have created for your play as the
“key role” player. Act in such a manner that you
ARE and not just another robotic actor having
memorized the lines.
Do your own children hang on every word or
deed you as parents present? NO, AND
RIGHTFULLY SO, FOR THEY ARE NOT
YOU! They must live their lives and yes, indeed,
even make their own errors and transgressions—
which is CALLED “EXPERIENCE”. We here,
for instance, write so much that unless your very
experience is glued to ours in focus, there is no
time to live AND study all things sent. THIS IS
CALLED “LIFE”.
Just know, my most close cast of players, that
things are moving right along and far larger a play
emerges than you have been able to contemplate.
Will the cavalry arrive in time to save the damsel

from the oncoming train as she is shackled to the
tracks? Sometimes yes and sometimes no—BUT,
HAVE
NOT
ENOUGH
VILLAINS
SACRIFICED ENOUGH SUCH DAMSELS
ALREADY? THE POINT IS TO STOP THE
BRUTES SO THAT SHACKLING STOPS—
AND NOT CONTINUE TO SAVE, ONE BY
ONE, THE DAMSELS.
And, readers, please remember that every
damsel or player is a product of a Mother and
Father—even if a cloned imitation.
I am constantly asked about homosexuality and
what is right and what is wrong. There is no right
or wrong except in the “acting out” of experience.
Is the sterile tree not as lovely in bloom as is that
one which is fertile? The flowers are often even
more grand but the allowance of bearing FRUIT is
that which requires the male AND female, to allow
reproduction. It is the term of “Mother” and/or
“Father” which is often in error, for all other
circumstances, even in adoption, represent
incorrectly of the TRUE use of the terms Mother
and Father. However, there are so many
recognitions of the terms that we need not further
the distraction. For he or she who becomes the
nurturer of a child—be the child a person, a nation
or even the Earth herself—it is quite suitable to do
honors for the appreciation of recognition.
If you wish to take it only one step further and
debate the issue, consider the “clone”. Is the
cloned reproduction the product of the scientific
minds that crossed the DNA-genetic structure?
No, that was the enabler—the Father AND the
Mother are those who were used in the “crossing”.
Ah, but that in turn is the further crossing of ALL
that came before and, therefore, a clone is but a
pause which creates a “like” entity instead of
moving on in the chain of individual structuring.
The clone, however, is NO LESS “UNIQUE”.
If you would hear just one line of advice from
me this day: DO NOT TRY TO REPLICATE
ANOTHER—FIND YOUR OWN WONDROUS
PURPOSE AND NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF
YOUR APPLICATION OF THAT PURPOSE—
TO YOURSELF.
This is what is meant by HONOR YOUR
FATHER AND YOUR MOTHER in those
Commandments of God, Who realizes that one day
EACH of you must come to recognition of that
which allowed for your own creation—perceived
by you to be good or bad. In a “lifetime”
experience, you cannot change that which is fact,
so let us focus on that which offers freedom and
understanding. And yes, I can again example as to
connections:
Janis Berend just received a transplanted kidney
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and other things from an “unrelated donor”. Or is
the donor actually unrelated? No, there can be NO
SUCH THING AS “UNRELATED”. Now,
however, she bears the genetic DNA structure of
the entire tree of the donor which came prior to
this transplant and now takes on the full load of
genetic and DNA structure of the entire line prior
to the donor. WOW?
NEVER MIND SOME CONJURED “ADAM”
AND “EVE”, SILLY CHILDREN—YOU ARE
ALL THE SAME—IF HUMAN, YOU ARE
HUMAN; IF A PETUNIA YOU ARE A
PETUNIA. IT IS ALL IN THE “MIND”, FOR
IF YOU HAVE A GRAFT FROM, SAY, A
PIG—WHICH IS NOW THE BIG CLONE
CARRIER—YOU DO NOT BECOME A PIG
FROM THE GRAFT NOR DOES THE PIG
BECOME A HUMAN. BUT, IN A CROSS
FROM A PIG TO PIG OR A HUMAN TO
HUMAN,
THE
“MIND”
IS
WHAT
DESIGNATES THE TWO—AND YOU
CANNOT GRASP THE WHOLE OF “MIND”.
YOU CAN’T EVEN TOUCH THE “WHOLE”
OF INDIVIDUAL “MIND” EXCEPT TO WARP
IT IN ITS HUMAN, PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE.
It is you who must walk the walk, talk the talk
and LIVE THE TRUTH, if you are to leave a
legacy of greatness for having walked this way.
The best way to accomplish that recognition is to
do such worthy things that in summation of your
live experience (for no “ending” ends “lifestream”),
those who come next will honor you for that
which you left in GOODNESS. That which you
leave in pain and evil upon the journey will live in
infamy, perhaps, even for that which you did not
commit. BLAME IS A SHROUD WOVEN BY
HUMANS MANIFEST AND IS ALWAYS
THE ULTIMATE LIE TO NEGATE
PERSONAL “RESPONSIBILITY” FOR THE
ACTS AND THOUGHTS OF “SELF”.
A thing is not “true” because someone said
it; a thing is TRUE because it is TRUE and
YOU MUST REALIZE IT FOR SELF.
FURTHER, IF YOU FAIL TO GET
INFORMED, YOU WILL BE MISLED—FOR
THAT IS THE INTENTION OF THE LIE
AND THE LIAR. SO BE IT.
SO, CHANGE OF FOCUS, PLEASE
E.J., please, write up a statement to be
included in the packages you are presenting
regarding the alternative resources for locating you
and Global (GAIA) in Asia. Because of the
immediately recent fiasco at Nevada Corporate
Headquarters, there is again necessity of redirecting
corporation contact capability.
We are NOT going to change the addresses to
suit the miscreants who do not do their proper
business jobs and we will yet have to probably
bring charges for the irresponsible activities of
NCH.
The last incidents came forth last week when
the President of the Philippines sent reps
(investigators) to Las Vegas, Nevada to check out
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the status of incorporation of GAIA. They were
not only given incorrect information, no
information—as in “Never have heard of them...”
and “we don’t represent any such company as
‘Global (GAIA)’...”—but also “badmouthed” the
one who no longer is associated with NCH but
who IS THE RESPONSIBLE CONTACT FOR
GAIA.
Ron Kirzinger is that party in point and he
literally caused nothing but growth to NCH and
yet was FIRED for doing his job because the illdirected people of the Spectrum cult of misfits—
with an entity, Brent Moorhead, within NCH—
chose to turncoat and were willing to destroy NCH
AND CORT CHRISTIE just to do their dastardly
deeds. Cort chose to fire the honorable man and
keep the dishonorable party. Fine, that measures
a man’s personal integrity. So be it.
There are far too many documents out and
about to change locations or focus, and surely the
standing of the corporation itself can be checked
with the State of Nevada, but the responsibility
here lies with NCH, which is IN BUSINESS AS
A CORPORATE AGENT.
Since this (GAIA) is probably the biggest
business on the globe today, including measuring
the IMF and FED combined, it is annoying to
continually, time after time, have this kind of
irresponsible information flow from NCH. WE
EXPECT IT TO BE CLEARED AND IF IT
SHOULD HAPPEN AGAIN, THERE WILL BE
IMMEDIATE LEGAL CONFRONTATION.
Without these types of distractions right in the line
of ordinary “business”, we would have
accomplished our task over a year ago. A lot of
people have paid dear prices for this nonsensical
mismanagement.
If it becomes necessary to clear the matter, we
will have to bring legal confrontation for having
misappropriated the NCH corporation itself. And
no, we do NOT SERVE THE EVIL MASTER—
EVER. We will attend the mismanagement when
it is more convenient, but our status needs clearing
by a directive with information of how to contact
Ron K. directly, and the status of the Corporation
itself can be checked immediately through the
Nevada Secretary of State’s “Incorporation
Division”.
GAIA has no functioning COMPLEX or
building, for we have no intention of doing business
other than through the sites whereat we are
structuring interchange. IT IS OUR INTENTION
TO DO IT EXACTLY IN THAT MANNER. THE
FACTS ARE THAT CORT CHRISTIE TOOK
CONTROL OF A CORPORATION THAT WAS
NOT HIS IN THE FIRST PLACE AND
FURTHER NEGATED THE VERY REASON
THE COMPANY WAS ESTABLISHED IN
THE FIRST PLACE—THROUGH THE
PHOENIX INSTITUTE.
WE MOST
CERTAINLY DO NOT WANT TO CHANGE
OUR HOME LOCATION TO FURTHER EASE
THE DISCOMFORT OF THE UNLAWFUL
PERPETRATORS.
It would appear to me that no business doing

such shoddy service to any customer should be in
business or allowed to continue in such a business
as established under the regulations and service
codes of the “Incorporation” agency regulators.
Incorporation is one of the largest businesses in the
State of Nevada, and yes, we can change agents,
but we have chosen to NOT DO SO! AND, NO,
IF NCH WISHES TO DROP GAIA AS A
CUSTOMER—THEN
THEY
SHALL
CERTAINLY BE REQUIRED TO GO OUT OF
BUSINESS FIRST, FOR THEY ARE NOW
TREADING ON INTERNATIONAL TOES OF
GREAT IMPORTANCE. AND NO, WE ARE
“NOT” GOING TO SUPPLY THE LAWYERS
WITH TIDBITS TO BE COVERED SOMEHOW
IN SLIME AND OOZE.
WE HAVE
UNDERGONE A YEAR OF THIS GARBAGE
LEFT FERMENTING—AND THE METHANE
HAS BEEN PRODUCED AND THE
EXPLOSION IS AT HAND.
It is much as with the gold left by wonderful
David Overton—the lawyers end up with
everything—including the value of the gold. It has
cost so much to defend the gold that the COST is
outrageous and so much in excess of the gold
itself—in four little boxes the size of a small
Kleenex container (with Kleenex packing still in
place)—as to be amusing, if it were not so
WRONG. There is now a full-blown show going
on in Texas, as we write, to give a presentation to
the media over the matter. The Judge and
attorneys want their picture in the paper and to
perpetuate the nonsense. The legal insanity has
gone on for almost a decade, until the worth is
GONE and debts are now accrued beyond twice
the value of the few coins. And, interestingly
enough, the hounds from Nevada are still pulling
every desperate ploy they can to get their hands on
the meager holdings. And yes, indeed, people—
you DO HAVE TO GO THROUGH THESE
THINGS, LEST YOU FAIL TO SEE “HOW IT
IS” and CLEAR ALL ROT FROM THE
BARREL, SO THAT WE MIGHT PASS ON
THROUGH THE MUCK AND UNTO THE
ROCK OF GOD’S FOUNDATION UPON
WHICH WE SHALL BUILD HIS HOUSES. Ah,
indeed, the Teacher once said to his “Peter” that
he (Peter) would be the “... rock upon which he
would build his Kingdom”, or well, anyway,
something like that! So, Pete, let’s just keep
building with those rocks, please, and let the sand
sift on through. GOD DIDN’T SAY “WHEN”
THAT WOULD HAPPEN, DID HE? WELL, IN
A NO TIME-NO SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
NOW IS AS GOOD AS ANY, AND IT MIGHT
JUST MAKE YOUR DAY TODAY TO
REALIZE THAT NOW IS FINE TO STAND ON
THAT ROCK AND PUT THINGS INTO
PERSPECTIVE.
Oh, “Who is Peter,” you ask? All of you who
are laying those rocks and bricks in and for the
foundation of this “New Jerusalem” thing so talked
about. And yes, we plan to also build the “golden
city” on bricks of gold. Ah, how interesting
becomes life in the repairing of the “bumpy” lane
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in order to redirect traffic flow.
Ah, and indeed, you who have such a focus
will have ONLY that which you need to get this
accomplished, so that no man can longer STEAL
FROM YOU, and his lying and cheating will
become the focus for gossips—while you move
into protection of the TRUTH, upon which will
shine LIGHT. YOU DON’T NEED ANY MORE
CRUCIFIXIONS NOR SHOULD YOU EVEN
CONSIDER ALLOWING SAME—WE’VE
BEEN THERE AND DONE THAT AND IT
DIDN’T WORK THEN NOR SHALL IT NOW.
LET US JUST DO OUR WONDROUS
CREATING AND MOVE ON. THOSE WHO
WISH TO REMAIN IN THE RUBBLE WITH
THOSE WHO HAVE PRODUCED THE
RUBBLE ARE WELCOME TO CONTINUE
THEIR DIGGING IN THE GARBAGE—AND
THE REST OF US WILL GO OUR WAY IN
WONDER AND GLORY.
Responsibilities rest so heavily on the shoulders
of the few who MUST keep going in spite of the
barriers and detours, blame and constant push, so
to those I give support and hopefully, soon, some
rest in the recognition that there actually are
THOSE WHO WILL ENDURE AND SHALL
PREVAIL.
So, to you, Peter, wherever you all are, I salute
you for jobs well done, and please allow yourselves
the VISION to know that what you do is worthy
of God, Planet and Nations—which through your
works can become ONE “under God”, with liberty
and justice for ALL. An unattainable dream? No,
a sure bet!
ARE YOU ALRIGHT IN THIS MOMENT?
THEN YOU ARE ALRIGHT FOREVER!
THINK ABOUT IT, FOR UPON THIS
MOMENT IS ALL ETERNITY.
By the way, it is not Ekkers who are clearing
away the miscreants, dropouts and naughty kids—
it is God confronting EVIL, my dears, and which
way YOU GO is your choice. It would behoove
you each to look very carefully at whom you might
SERVE because it is coming down hard—NOW.
You can die, that body manifest, in an
earthquake of great natural cataclysm and be
fine—but to DIE IN EVIL IS A VERY HARD
TRIP—FOR A FEW MOMENTS OF EGO
GRATIFICATION WHICH IS NOT EVEN
HAPPY IN THE MIDST OF YOUR ILLDEEDS, SHALL, LEFT UNATTENDED AND
WITHOUT RESTITUTION TO THOSE YOU
HAVE DAMAGED, LAST THROUGH
ETERNITY UNTIL IT IS RESOLVED.
“Here today and gone tomorrow”? (???) Why
don’t you try: GONE TODAY AND HERE
TOMORROW!
YOUR VISION MUST REACH FAR
BEYOND THAT WHICH “SEEMS” TO BE, FOR
YOU CANNOT SEE FAR IN THE PHYSICAL
MANIFESTATION OR ACTUAL “BRAIN”
LIMITATIONS OF THAT MANIFEST STATE.
KNOW GOD AND YOU KNOW THE TRUTH
OF THAT WHICH IS. AND, FURTHERMORE,
YOU MUST EXPERIENCE IT TO KNOW IT!
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WHAT DO YOU DREAM? WHAT ARE
YOUR VISIONS? WHY?
Indeed, the monthly rent must be paid—but
each individual must consider the priority of the
moment—if HE/SHE is responsible for many
rentals. Keep that which allows us to finish the
task of priority—and if all else goes aside, SO BE
IT! DO NOT EVEN WALLOW IN THE
“CONFUSION” OF CHOOSING—FOR WE
MUST ACCOMPLISH OUR TASK, EVEN IF
THERE BE NO GRANARY OR OFFICE
“BACK HOME” SOMEWHERE.
WITH
CONCLUSION OF OUR MISSION, ALL
THINGS COME TO BE IN BALANCE—AND
YES, EVEN RENT PAYMENTS. “KEEP
YOUR EYE ON THE PRIZE” IS NOT A BAD
SLOGAN, MY DEAR ONES.
What if you DO lose all that is of the world in
goods and products? If you gain that which is
TRUTH—you shall have all that is in the world
(OF TRUE VALUE) and MORE. Remember!
WE, TOGETHER, CREATE THE WAY OF
MANIFESTATION, AND WE TAKE NOTHING
LESSER THAN PERFECTION AS OUR
BLUEPRINT AND ALL ELSE OF GOODNESS
MUST FOLLOW.
You can follow the path to greatness OR the
path to failure within the mire of that which is
presented unto you. And always KNOW that the
ones in the mud pit will try to keep you mired, so
that they share their SHAME. If “they” see you
grow in goodness and abundance in righteousness,
the responsibility of failure rests ever more heavy
upon them, themselves. People who look for
“something for nothing” get ultimately their
rewards: nothing.
I like to think of an example for your
perception, so let us consider knitting with yarn in
which you build a picture as well as a worthy
garment. If you make errors, your garment may
fray and fall to a pile of string when pulled upon
in the careless washing machine of life. If you
place incorrect stitches, your picture may be
distorted and it becomes necessary to CORRECT
the knitting itself. We do not use “weaving” in this
example, for in weaving, the errors may show but
left intact pretty much, the fabric will not pull as
in a knitted string. So, all dropped stitches and
broken strands MUST BE SHORED UP ALONG
THE WAY or it is more difficult to go BACK IN
and repair the garment or the picture.
Often times, however, you must pull the
threads of the whole and bring it back to a pile of
thread, rewind the balls of yarn and START
OVER, so that your first rows of knitting are
sound, the yarn strong and the foundation of your
work will stand. WE HAVE THE THING
UNWOUND AND THE YARN REWOUND IN
OUR OWN PICTURE—SO NOW WE MUST
SET THAT FOUNDATION AND START
KNITTING. WE MUST KNIT IN SUCH A
WAY THAT THE GARMENT CAN GROW
AND THE PICTURE ENLARGE—EVER
GROW AND EVER ENLARGE, FOR THAT IS
LIFE.

Will YOU be the strength of the yarn itself or
will you be the weak strand that destroys the
integrity of the finished product? Oh yes, it IS just
that simple! Moreover, if the yarn is all one color,
you can have NO PICTURE. If you wish a red
rose, then the other components and shadowing
must be of different colored threads. It simply,
again, is the way it IS. You must choose the
pattern and add the colors of YOUR LIFE, so that
your picture comes out as you would wish it
through the eyes of the Creator—YOU.
Therefore: The point is to be that strand in the
fabric of Creator which gives the vision reality of
the perfection ultimately to be drawn and manifest.
You cannot be an Angel of God if you present
and act as the Devil. You can lie, cheat and steal,
but the presentation is an imitation of reality, which
shall be uncovered as that which IS real when the
knitting guards are removed. THE OUTCOME
WILL ALWAYS REFLECT THE CHOICES
MADE.
The fact is, beloved friend, that if you just
KEEP THE LIGHT ON, there is no darkness—
just make sure the light is of all spectrum rays, lest
you end up with only “black light” (which actually
is the BEST light under which to reflect white in
the darkness of the invisible world). Darkness
cannot actually even EXIST! For the void of light
cannot exist in its truest form or you would not be
able to witness it. Not even a “black hole” is
devoid of lighted expansion—it is only a
PERCEPTION, incorrectly presented.
ANOTHER HIT FROM BELLRINGER
This has everything to do with the topic of
light and darkness. AGAIN, from Bellringer and
Spectrum Cult Buddies came the perception that
Ekkers and “this” Hatonn are no longer with
“CONTACT”, et al.—“...it said so on the
Internet...”, the visitor said.
This was
YESTERDAY, May 13, year 2000. And, “if you
are still with CONTACT, can you show me?” Oh,
indeed, the most important thing of the day could
be shared right in the last edition of the paper we
had received. “Oh, my God...”, came the
expressed shock, “I had no idea how far along we
are...”. How long do you suppose it might take to
UNDO the damages of such actions as let loose by
the four or five guilty idiots in this game? Well,
it is not over until it IS undone—is it?
ARE YOU SURE YOU KNOW WHAT YOU
ARE DOING? BETTER CHECK IT AGAIN!
Note that the bringer of bad observations was
not responsive in disbelief, only in that he had not
realized that we have moved so far ahead in spite
of the misinformation. So, little mischief-makers,
you are harming selves more diligently than we
could ever present against you. We WILL,
however, keep your deeds within the LIGHT, so
that all may SEE what it is you do in your
miserable little activities. And those you pull down
with you may well rise against you to smite you
for that which you have personally done unto
them—and, as surely as we breathe, we do
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sincerely hope that Millers will see what you have
done to them in your dirty-tricks games. Oh, yes,
indeed, I suggest that begin with demands to show
cause for RAY BILGER and yes, indeed, BETTY
TUTEN of the dirty-tricks brigade. Ray has even
stolen from those who have paid the most
dearly, the Native Americans, as the liar and
cheat used that which was goodly from the
Native Americans and plastered his authorship
on the repeatings in his dark inkstains.
Judgment of the man? NO, OBVIOUS
DISCERNMENT AND JUDGMENT OF THE
ACTIONS OF THE MAN. So be it, for the
world is filled to overflow with betrayers of all
sizes and shapes who live as the lie with their
bloodsucking parasitism.
The point here might well be: “How
trustworthy is all that hype and information you get
poured on you through the—now under attack by
the parasites—Internet?” If it can happen to the
least among you—how think you that most of you
can grasp and hold truth? You can’t, so you
simply have to be informed enough and armed with
TRUTH, and then you can, at the least, draw some
tentative conclusions.
As to our work? At this point in time we
don’t want the masses descending on us for their
share of some perceived pie. We have no “spare”
time to study industries or projects on an individual
basis, so if YOU present a proposal to us—it had
better be finished with details and worthy
REASON to use our resources, for we need no
more attention. We scattered the proper seeds and
some fell in FERTILE SOIL, and from that crop
shall we prevail and, yes, feed the world. The
pile-on—now that the job is accomplished—is
not worthy of very much of our attention, for
the ones who need to come forth SHALL DO
SO. The players who have run the gauntlet
through the painful years shall have abundance
and the rest are strictly on their own to reap
whatever they sow. And yes, this runs around the
globe!
It
is
called
“TAKING
RESPONSIBILITY”. That which is proper, for
instance, in South Africa is out of our line of focus
in Manila, the Philippines. We are NOT in project
appraisals, for that is for another to take
responsibility. We have a focus to validate that
which we have—and from that, all other can be
drawn. If it is goodly, it shall be—if not, it won’t
BE, except for the further lessons it brings unto
the masses. The point is never in “making
money”; it is for the betterment of humankind—so
if you keep that IN MIND, you will discern pretty
wisely that which shall come to pass. MY
PEOPLE CANNOT “SEE”—I CAN!
I would leave this now with my most blessing
on MOTHER Earth, who has offered you LIFE
and now struggles to make a good and positive life
possible for her CHILDREN to survive and exist.
THAT ULTIMATE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU,
THE CHILDREN.
Salu, and God blesses you each and all. Good
morning.
dharma
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Gold And Other Interesting Things
(Part 11)
2/26/00—#1
Hatonn—OK, E.J., so the IMF is going to get
tough? I don’t think so. I suggest you counsel your
clients with the Big assets in Hong Kong (or wherever
it all is stored) to SIMPLY BYPASS THE
PHILIPPINES AND DO THE BUSINESS RIGHT
THERE, WHERE IT IS PLACED FOR FUNDING.
Hardball? Fine! This is simply going to uncover the
truth as I have presented it to you—AS FACTUAL.
IF THE IMF CONTROLS THE LINES OF FLOW
SO THAT THEY ALLOW NO MORE THAN A
FLOW OF $10 MILLION INTO THE
PHILIPPINES—HOW MUCH MORE PROOF DO
YOU NEED FOR ESTRADA? IT IS TIME TO
STAND LIKE CITIZENS, GET MAD AS HELL—
AND NOT TAKE IT ANY MORE. IF ALL THE
TRANSACTIONS HAVE TO BE DONE “OFFSHORE”, I THINK THE POINT WILL BE SEEN
FOR EXACTLY WHAT IT IS.
CHANGE? ALWAYS THE SAME!
IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER
Have you noticed that the changes that happen in
Man’s political arena are usually only that which is put to
public viewing?
Yesterday, in the Philippines, was a great “holiday”
called EDSA Revolution Day. There was a small amount
of gathering and mostly, as the papers unfold today, we
find the President had to fly over Mayon Volcano and was
too tired to attend the hoopla. Little is said about the fact
that some of the oppressed and incarcerated participants
14 years ago were incarcerated in the best hotels in
Manila and, in general, nothing but show-and-tell
happened—exactly as planned and orchestrated by the
CIA. This was not only the most easily achieved coup in
history—not to even mention “revolution”—but also it
was that nobody really knew they had had either a coup
or a revolution and STILL DON’T. Much like the
Holocaust numbers, the number of people attending the
revolution walk on the Palace 14 years ago keeps growing
with each passing year and political circumstance.
The general overall comment is, however: “THE
PHILIPPINES ARE IN WORSE CIRCUMSTANCES
THAN EITHER DURING MARTIAL LAW OR
AFTER, AND THE ONLY MISSING PERSON FROM
THE DASTARDLY POLITICAL CONTROL PUPPETMASTERS IS ONE, FERDINAND MARCOS, WHO IS
NOW BEGINNING TO LOOK PRETTY GOOD TO
THESE CITIZENS. EVEN THE MARCOS FAMILY
HAS NEVER LOST RESPECT, AS ONE IS A
GOVERNOR OF A RATHER WELL RECOGNIZED
PROVINCE, ONE IS A SENATOR AND ON GOES
THE SAYING. EVEN IMELDA DID RUN FOR
PRESIDENT IN THE LAST ELECTION AND WOULD
HAVE WON—I MIGHT WELL PERSONALLY
ADD—IF SHE HADN’T BEEN AGAIN HOG-TIED
BY THE ABUSERS. FURTHER, I GO ON RECORD,
PLEASE, AS RECOGNIZING THAT FOR THE
NATION AS A WHOLE, MARCOS WILL BE THE
RESOURCE FOR THEIR RECOVERY—AND LET US

HOPE THIS TOO SHALL BE A BLOODLESS
RESTRUCTURING AS FUNDS BEGIN TO FLOW
BACK INTO THIS LAND.
With that in mind, let us please continue to put this
manuscript to disk. Thank you.
[QUOTING, GOLD AND OTHER INTERESTING
THINGS, PART 11:]
CHAPTER 32
THE SWISS CONNECTION
During the Second World War, the three big
defenders of Roman Catholicism—Hitler, Mussolini and
Franco—enjoyed concordats with the Vatican. One of
them was then even known to have proudly stated, “I
learned much from the Order of the Jesuits. Until now,
there has never been anything more grandiose, on the
Earth, than the hierarchical organization into my own
party.”
Walter Schellenberg, former chief of Nazi counterespionage, confirmed his fuehrer’s statement: “The S.S.
organization had been constituted by Himmler according
to the principles of the Jesuit Order. [H: OUCH!] Their
regulations and the Spiritual Exercises prescribed by
Ignatius of Loyola were the model Himmler tried to copy
EXACTLY. Himmler’s title as Supreme Chief of the S.S.
was to be the equivalent of the Jesuits’ ‘General’ and the
whole structure was a close imitation of the Catholic
Church’s hierarchical order.”
When World War II ended, the Vatican, after
supporting the Nazi war machine, found itself jumping to
the other side of the fence where General Eisenhower was.
The reason was obvious: The Papal State didn’t want its
wealth included in the “Black Eagle” category, or it would
face financial ruin.
By 1946, declassified intelligence reports revealed that
Swiss banks had accepted gold looted from the national
treasuries of Nazi-occupied countries and from dead Jews,
too. In return, Swiss banks supplied the foreign currency
that the Third Reich needed to purchase vital war material.
They also financed foreign intelligence operations by
providing funds for German front companies in Spain and
Portugal.
“Switzerland was neutral,” wrote Adam LeBor, author
of the explosive book Hitler’s Secret Bankers, “but it was
an ambiguous, expedient kind of neutrality, which, like
most foreign policies, was ultimately based far more on
national self-interest than adherence to any abstract, let
alone moral, principle.” Thus, it was not surprising to see
descendants of Holocaust victims having a difficult time
recovering their parents’ wartime deposits.
“Money is the god of Swiss bankers,” said Katalin
Csillage, a Hungarian Jew seeking reparation for her
family’s wealth deposited in a Swiss bank. And this,
according to researchers like LeBor, has always been the
real reason behind the “myth of Swiss neutrality”.
LeBor, whose findings have been based on extensive
research employing several types of sources, could
probably be of valuable assistance to Philippine
authorities. We need someone as thorough as LeBor to
help us recover the Marcos Gold Haul. Ours could prove
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to be a more difficult task than that of the Holocaust
survivors and their descendants. We do not have an
Edgar Bronfman and a World Jewish Congress to pressure
the Swiss bankers to agree to return the Marcos fortune
back to the Philippines. Moreover, what we are trying to
recover was once part of the “Vatican Billions”.
[H: WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO “FORCE”
THE ASSETS OF MARCOS TO BE TAKEN BY MORE
FORCE AND RETURNED TO ANYWHERE? WHY
DO YOU NOT JUST DO IT CORRECTLY AND
ALLOW THE MARCOS FUNDS TO BE OPENLY
USED AND BASED ON GOLD, SO THAT ALL CAN
GROW AND THE MAN’S NAME CAN BE CLEARED?
MUST MAN ALWAYS TURN TO “FORCE” TO
ACCOMPLISH HIS DEEDS? DO YOU WANT A
BETTER WORLD OR DO YOU WANT ENDLESS
WARS AND CONTROL BY FORCE? IN EVERY
INSTANCE, MARCOS SET UP THE VERY WAY TO
RECLAIM THE ASSETS, AS IN FUNDS, AND IN THE
GOLD-COLLATERAL HOLDINGS OF WEALTH. HE
LITERALLY BUILT IN THE VERY LEGAL MEANS
BY WHICH THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED AND
WE OFFER THE TOOLS WITH WHICH IT CAN BE
EASILY ACCOMPLISHED. SO BE IT.]
We could and should have actually undertaken this right
after the EDSA People Power cum military mutiny in 1986.
At that time, the world had fully accepted and recognized Cory
Aquino’s takeover of government but what went wrong?
Instead of the expected full recovery of the Marcos accounts,
some of the key people in Cory’s Cabinet went as far as
conniving with the Marcos cronies, thus, enriching themselves
while in power. To make matters worse, the cause-oriented
leaders and the leftists metamorphosed into nouveau-riche and
cash-oriented groups, their “left” pockets full of pieces of the
action.
In fairness to the Ramos Administration, despite the noncooperation of the Marcos family, President Fidel Ramos,
through his trusted lieutenants National Security Adviser Jose
Almonte and PCGG Chairman Magtanggol Gunigundo,
opened a can of worms through the initial transfer of more
than U.S.$300 million from Switzerland to the PNB
(Philippine National Bank). And has it ever crossed your
mind that despite our huge debt, the IMF has allowed us to
successfully exit from IMF bondage in March 1998? What
could have been the irresistibly convenient QUID PRO QUO
with the banking mafia?
Are the Swiss bankers, Swiss Guards and, by extension,
Switzerland itself, interlocked? Why do papal guards
traditionally come from Switzerland? Are they part of the
services offered by the financial oligarchy which is secretly in
control of the world’s wealth?
In 1983, Chick Publications of California published the
following information which, according to Jack T. Chick,
appeared on the pages of Avro Manhattan’s Vatican Billions.
It read:
“The Vatican has large investments with the Rothschilds
of Britain, France and America, with the Hambros Bank, with
the Credit Suisse in London and Zurich. In the United States,
it has large investments with the Morgan Bank, the ChaseManhattan Bank, the First National Bank of New York, the
Bankers Trust Company and others. The Vatican has billions
of shares in the most powerful international corporations such
as Gulf Oil, Shell, General Motors, Bethlehem Steel, General
Electric, International Business Machines, TWA, etc.
“The Vatican’s treasure of solid gold bars has been
estimated by the United Nations World Magazine to amount
to several billion dollars. A large bulk of this is (now) stored
with the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank, while banks in England
and Switzerland hold the rest. But this is just a small portion
of the wealth of the Vatican which, in the U.S. alone, is greater
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than the five wealthiest corporations of the country.
“The Catholic Church is the biggest financial power,
wealth accumulator and property owner in existence. She is
a greater possessor of material riches than any other single
institution, corporation, bank, giant trust, government or state
of the whole globe. The Pope, as the visible ruler of this
immense amassment of wealth, is consequently the richest
individual of the Twentieth Century. No one can realistically
assess how much he is worth in terms of billions of dollars.”
This explains why Pope John Paul II is forced to ride in
bulletproof “popemobiles” each time he travels. This also
spells out the reason why, while even in his home, he is still
guarded and surrounded by UZI-wielding Swiss Guards.
There is a definite connection to all the events which led
to Marcos’ ouster from power. His tampering with the
“Vatican Bullion” incurred the ire of the Vatican. It is no
secret that Cardinal Jaime Sin and his Jesuit propagandists had
been specifically sent by John Paul II to “punish” Marcos for
running away with Peter’s Pence. [H: I happen to think it
rather nice that “Peter” can assist in reclaiming his
“pence”!]
Some may surely ask: If the Vatican enjoys a Swiss
connection, why can’t Rome get its lost fortune directly from
the Swiss bankers?
“Insulated by decades of political neutrality and historical
isolation, buttressed by the massive amounts of the world’s
questionably-acquired wealth that still lies in the Swiss banks’
vaults, the bankers didn’t understand why they should have to
answer questions from anybody, let alone from claimants
without the proper paperwork,” LeBor explained. “Rules were
rules; that was how Swiss banks had always operated and that
is how they always would.”
As of this writing, the Catholic Bishops Conference of the
Philippines (CBCP) has suddenly announced its concurrence
with President-elect Joseph Ejercito’s [Estrada’s] decision to
bury Marcos “with full military honors befitting a hero”.
Perhaps a deal has been struck between the heirs of the late
head-of-state and the Vatican, or with F.M.’s Umbrella
foundation.

compensation for his work in the elusive search for the Marcos
gold which began in 1988 in a secret mission code-named
Operation Domino. It was only recently, however, that Jacobi
succeeded in obtaining the Marcos’ coded accounts of their
gold bullions. Inquirer sources said that Jacobi passed on the
information to the Philippine Government on May 27, 1997.
“The laundering of at least $466 million of the Marcos gold
accounts was done at the Bank Julius Baer & Co., Ltd., from
June 28 to July,” stated Cueto in the same article.
In seeking payment for his sleuthing, Jacobi said in his
first letter, “For too long, my family’s interest has come second
only to the protection of the national interest of the Philippines.
For too long, I have risked my personal safety through my
various travels, through periods of incarceration in three
different countries for crimes I did not commit, ultimately
costing me and my wife the life of one of our children, all in
the name of national interest... I hope you can see your way
clear to understand that my own agenda is now limited to the
protection of the future of my five children and my wife.”
[H: I wonder how many of you readers wonder how
many times Ekkers have reached this very point of choices
along this journey in behalf of Truth and Freedom? I
also remind you that everything available—including the
DEATH OF A CHILD—has been presented to STOP
them, and this does not even reflect the “STOP EKKERS
AT ALL COSTS” OF SOME “ORACLE” WHO
WORKS FOR SPECTRUM CRIMINALS. AH,
INDEED, THE PRICE OF TRUTH AND FREEDOM IS
EXPENSIVE, INDEED, AND—SINCE MANKIND’S
CREATION—IT HAS BEEN THAT MANY HAVE
PAID THIS ULTIMATE PRICE TO BRING TRUTH.
Is it not time to pay attention toward your own individual
position?]
Jacobi’s first letter to President Ramos, dated July 18,
1997, was sent through PCGG Chairman Gunigundo. The
second letter, dated August 8, 1997, was sent directly to the
Office of the President in Malacanang. It was acknowledged
to have been received by the President’s Office on August 11
at one-thirty in the afternoon.
“Attached is a summary of the movements of the Marcos
assets that I described in earlier reports to the Chairman
(Gunigundo),” Jacobi wrote in the second letter. “Said
movements took place over the last two months and point to
a systematic operation to sell gold bullion assets in their (the
Marcoses’) name, while at the same time engaging in moneylaundering operations with respect to the cash accounts.”
Jacobi told FVR that he had supplemented his intelligence
report dated February 28, 1997 concerning the Sandy
Foundation, the dummy corporation created by Marcos, which
controlled the Marcos Swiss deposits and the gold accounts.
The documents, Jacobi said, were entitled “Legal
Intelligence Assessment Re: Marcos Operation Domino”,
which he claimed to have submitted to President Ramos
through Gunigundo, together with a report by a certain Dr.
Chalkin dated September 30, 1996, concerning Oplan
Domino. This second report was reportedly sent to the
President through the Office of the Ombudsman sometime in
1996. Under U.S. and Swiss laws, money laundering is a
crime. With his discovery of the laundered accounts, which
Jacobi placed at $500 million, the PCGG operative is entitled
to a 10 percent reward, as promised. “While admittedly, the
sum represents an amount only in excess of $50 million, it is
better than nothing at this point in time,” Jacobi wrote FVR on
July 18.
In her published story, Cueto revealed that Jacobi received
no response to his letters. Neither did the Philippine
Government stop laundering despite the advance information
on the money transfers. Instead, sources said, it was the
lawyers of the victims of human-rights abuses who sought to
stop the laundering after learning of it in August. “This could

CHAPTER 33
FVR AND THE “ROLEX 12”
President Fidel V. Ramos and the so-called “Rolex 12”
certainly knew about the sale of the Marcos gold. This is the
gist of the story written by Donna S. Cueto of the Philippine
Daily Inquirer on October 2, 1997. “President Ramos was
informed of the Marcos gold accounts, valued at at least $13
billion, and (he) knew of the movements of the laundered $466
million gold account at a Swiss bank up to August this year,”
wrote Cueto.
Derisively called the “Rolex 12” for having helped to
implement Martial Law, and rewarded with the expensive
watches were: Juan Ponce Enrile [H: Who, now “caught”
in the intrigue, claims that “the watch was only a
replica”.], General Romeo Espino, Major General Fidel
Ramos [H: Yes, the same as became President.], Major
General Jose Rancudo, Admiral Hilario Ruiz, Major General
Fabian Ver, Colonel Ignacio Paz, General Tomas Diaz,
Colonel Afredo Montoya, Colonel Romeo Gatan, Ambassador
Danding Cojuangco, and Major General Rafael Zagala.
According to sources and letters obtained by the Inquirer,
close aides of Mr. Ramos had been secretly in touch with
Reiner Jacobi, PCGG’s discredited operative. In fact, the latter
even sent two letters to FVR summarizing the movements of
the Marcos assets. This information virtually belied claims by
the Government that it had excluded Jacobi in its efforts to
recover the Marcos gold.
In his initial letter to the President, Jacobi sought
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only mean one thing, the Philippine Government is a party to
the transaction. If they are not with the Swiss Banks, why are
they now helping them? The only way they would want to
protect the Swiss is if they themselves are in bed with the
Swiss,” an Inquirer source insisted.
Cueto further added that this “collusion” enabled the
laundering of at least 32 tons of legendary Marcos gold
bullion, which human-rights advocates mistakenly placed at
1,241 tons.
Another mystery unlocked by the Inquirer was how,
allegedly, the Swiss Banks, particularly the Union Bank of
Switzerland (UBS) which handled the Marcos gold accounts,
and the Bank Julius Baer & Co., Ltd., got hold of the witness,
Peter Ritter, a lawyer and former Swiss Judge who handled the
Marcos gold accounts. Ritter executed a memorandum for
Robert Swift, the lead counsel in the human-rights class [action] suit against the Marcos estate, spelling out in detail the
Marcos gold accounts and telling of the supposed secret bank
account reportedly of President Ramos in the same bank where
the $466 million laundered Marcos gold account was
deposited.
Swift said he faxed the same memo to General Almonte,
who he said must have sent it to the Swiss Government and
eventually to the concerned Swiss banks, which were then able
to locate Ritter. The banks, however, received an affidavit
from Ritter saying that the memorandum he gave to Swift was
forged.
“Swift suspected that top Philippine Government officials
had a hand in this retraction,” Cueto explained.
CHAPTER 34
IMELDA’S “TRUTH”
REPEATED A THOUSAND TIMES
On November 9, 1990, The People's Journal carried the
banner headline, “$200 M from Meldy to RP”. According to
Yul Baritugo, who wrote the story: “After only four years and
eight months of exile, former First Lady Imelda Marcos has
agreed to return 60 percent of the Marcos family funds in five
Hong Kong banks, in return for her country’s dropping of
multi-billion dollar suits against her in the United States.”
Baritugo claims to have obtained his information from “a
self-declared witness to the pact”. The witness turned out to
be Liberal Party (Young Turks) official Rey Fajardo, who
claimed that Mrs. Marcos authorized then Manila Bulletin
President Alejandro Roces to represent her in transferring the
funds to the Philippine Government.
In his report to President Cory Aquino the day before the
Journal came out with the story, PCGG’s David Castro
disclosed that the final deal would involve a 60-40
arrangement, including a 35 percent tax on all the Hong Kong
accounts. Forty percent of the Marcos money would be
transferred to unidentified “other parties”.
“Fajardo said he witnessed the signing of the agreement
between Mrs. Marcos and Castro in Los Angeles, California,”
wrote Baritugo. “Castro said in a press briefing later that Mrs.
Aquino wants a 75-25 split of the Marcos money deposited in
Swiss accounts.”
The lawyers of Mrs. Marcos earlier offered to give the
PCGG $170 million from the Marcos money in Swiss
accounts, but the PCGG rejected this since the offer would
automatically nullify the claims filed by the Philippines now
pending before various Swiss courts. “It’s too silly to
consider,” Castro said of the proposal. He told media
reporters that the Zurich bank account of the Marcoses alone
is worth $340 million.
Castro admitted that the PCGG had no idea how much
money was in the Hong Kong accounts, despite the fact that
Fajardo presented documents to newsmen showing that the
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Marcos accounts were with the Standard Chartered Trustee,
Ltd., Hong Kong-Shanghai Bank, Wing Lung Bank, Wing
Hang Bank and the Bank de I’Indochine et Suez.
Seven years thereafter, then Representative Imelda
Marcos (KBL, Leyte) still had not given the Philippine
Government a single centavo of what she promised.
Instead, she came out with a story confirming the existence
of the Marcos gold “even used as walls of the family house
in Batac, Ilocos Norte, in the 1950s”.
[H: DON’T ANY OF YOU UNDERSTAND THAT
SHE HAS NOT BEEN “ALLOWED” TO GIVE
ANYTHING TO ANYBODY—PERIOD? IF THE IMF
CAN CONTROL AS CLEARLY UNETHICALLY AND
UNLAWFULLY AS SHOWN IN THE FIRST
PARAGRAPH OF THIS WRITING, HOW DO YOU
THINK SOME “MELDY” MARCOS COULD FIGHT
“THAT” “CITY HALL”?]
In her privilege speech in Congress, Mrs. Marcos was
quoted as saying that she learned of the gold only after she
and her husband arrived from their honeymoon in 1954.
“Several of the walls were knocked down and the brick
dividers were thrown in the backyard. When Ferdinand
saw what I had done, instead of being gratified at my
initiative, he was flabbergasted and asked what I had done
with all those bricks,” she said.—Inquirer, 14 October
1997, Martin Marfil and Cathy Canares.
Mrs. Marcos asserted that her husband started
acquiring gold in 1946 but that it was only in 1954, shortly
before the wedding, that she first saw the cache. She said
that it was hoarded in a branch of the First National City
Bank of New York located near Jones Bridge (Escolta)
where Marcos opened a joint account.
She narrated how Marcos brought her to a vault inside
the bank where she saw “piles of money and gold, from
which he drew P30,000 for the wedding.”
During their year-long honeymoon, Mrs. Marcos said
that her husband held talks with international gold traders.
She added that he bought more gold in 1957 and that they
traded gold in succeeding years. As the price of gold
soared from $32 per ounce to $700 in the 1970s, she said
it netted them a “substantial profit”.
To prove her fantabulous tale, Mrs. Marcos informed
the forum that two weeks prior to her privilege speech,
several old men claiming to have taken part in the diggings
approached her while she was visiting the mausoleum
housing the remains of the former President. According to
her surprise visitors, the spot where the mausoleum stood
yielded gold!
For the nth time, Mrs. Marcos denied that the gold and
her family’s wealth were ill-gotten, claiming further that
President Marcos even used the gold to invigorate the
anemic Philippine economy in several instances, such as in
1983, after the assassination of Senator Ninoy Aquino.
This, she said, was confirmed by then Central Bank
Governor Jaime Laya when he confessed to a U.S. court
that he did not know who owned the dollars that began to
flow into the country at the time. “And none shall ever
know where those assets came from or how they got there,
because Ferdinand, who made those calls in 1983, is dead.
His lips are sealed by death,” Mrs. Marcos said.
Corroborating his mother’s statement, Ferdinand
(Bongbong) Marcos, Jr. was quoted by the Inquirer as
saying [stories of] the Gold Hoard allegedly stashed abroad
“were based more on fiction than facts”.
[END OF QUOTING, PART 11]
I do hope that you readers are beginning to really see
that TRUTH IS SO MUCH STRANGER THAN FICTION.
Salu and good morning. Hatonn
dharma
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The News Desk
By John Ray
THE OVERPOPULATION LIE
By Anthony C. LoBaido, WorldNet magazine, 5/5/00
It is perhaps the single greatest disinformation
campaign in human history: The planet is grossly
overpopulated, and unless something is done to limit
human population growth, calamity will ensue.
Hunger, famine and resource depletion are often
mentioned as the major reasons to justify limiting human
reproduction. Unfortunately, few can summon the facts
to repudiate this erroneous, non-scientific assumption.
Paul Ehrlich, mentor of U.S. Vice President Al Gore,
wrote a landmark book in 1968 called The Population
Bomb. He predicted, “We will breed ourselves into
oblivion.”
Based on this assumption, American taxpayers are
spending billions of dollars on population-control programs
around the world—most of them in Third World countries
populated by people with brown, yellow, red and black
skin….
…Thomas Malthus is a British historical figure of
great note. His most studied work, An Essay on the
Principle of Population as it Affects the Future
Improvements of Society, with Remarks on the
Speculations of M. Godwin, M. Condorcet and Other
Writers, was first published in 1798. Its thesis—that
overpopulation would destroy the world unless war, famine
and disease rose to check human growth—has proven to
be dead wrong.
Malthus reasoned that since people increase
exponentially and food production only increases
arithmetically, food production could not possibly hope to
keep up with more and more empty stomachs. Ironically,
he predicted mass starvation on the eve of one of the
biggest farming expansions the world has ever seen. For
free countries, hunger has effectively been eliminated.
Rather than booming, as one might expect in the face
of such plenty, the world’s population is aging and in
decline. As fertility rates fall and abortion, contraception
and life spans increase, the world will soon enter a new
paradigm in which the elderly outnumber the young. In
1975, the mean global age was 22. In 2050, it will be 38.
Europe, South Korea and Japan will be particularly hardhit by this phenomenon.
With fertility rates low and anti-foreigner sentiment
rising in Europe, the United Nations recently released
a study that suggests Europe will need mass migration
from the Third World to populate it. The report,
written by the United Nations Population Division, states
that South Korea, Japan, Europe and Russia are facing
population crunches.
By 2050, the population of Russia will be down to
150 million. In the 1970s, Russia’s population rivaled
America’s, at more than 225 million people.
In 1950, 32 percent of the world’s population lived in
developed countries in the West, Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa. Today that figure has shrunk to 12 percent.
Europe had 25 percent of the world’s population in 1900. By
2050, Europe will have only seven percent. In 1900, Europe
had three times the population of Africa. By 2050, Africa will
have three times the population of Europe.

When it comes to the overpopulation lie, Spain serves
as a prime example. Abortion is rampant in that nation,
one that in relatively recent history helped to spread the
Catholic faith to the four corners of the Earth. Today,
however, Spain is caught in a moral decline. It is legal,
for example, for grown men to have homosexual sex with
children as young as 12 years of age.
While in the past generation, Spain “blossomed” from
a right-wing dictatorship to a liberal democracy, it has
also plunged to the bottom on the United Nations report of
worldwide birth and replacement rates.
“Spain is in last place,” says Florentina Alvarez, a
demographer at the National Statistics Institute. Spanish
women have on average 1.07 children, far below the 2.1
needed to maintain the population. Spain has today 39.4
million people, a figure that will begin to drop in coming
decades. As recently as 1976, under the much-maligned
reign of Francisco Franco, Spain had a fertility rate of 2.6.
The major cities in Asia—Bangkok, Seoul, Singapore,
Tokyo and Hong Kong—are overpopulated, but
prosperous nevertheless. Overpopulation does not lead to
poverty. For example, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan
are very densely populated and are some of the richest
nations in Asia, if not the world. Taiwan has a population
density of 1,460 per square mile, while China has a
population density of 360 per square mile. Yet, according
to the CIA’s World Factbook 1999, Taiwan’s per capita
gross domestic product (GDP) is $16,500, while China’s
is $3,600.
The communist Government of China has had a onechild policy for much of its history, but even now the
Chinese Government is beginning to question that policy.
As most Chinese want sons, they abort the females on a
massive scale. It is not uncommon for a Chinese family
to murder its two- or three-year-old daughter if the mother
becomes pregnant again with a boy. Within 100 years,
China will have far more boys than girls. Will the men
then decide to become homosexuals, or will they march
out of China, as did the Mongol horde, in search of wives?
South Korea faces a similar problem. Because of
abortion of females, kindergartens in Seoul today have
around 60 percent boys. In the future, South Korean boys
may well have to marry North Korean girls to perpetuate
their race.
The U.S. State Department and the United
Nations are major players in this population game.
Their measures are funded in large part by top U.S.
foundations like Ford and Rockefeller. Ted Turner,
founder of CNN, is also a major population-control sugar
daddy for the United Nations, having cut a $1 billion
check to the world body when conservatives in the U.S.
Congress threatened not to pay off America’s back dues to
the UN if those dues would be used to set up abortion
clinics overseas.
Make no mistake: Abortion and depopulation are a
top priority for the powers-that-be in the West. And it’s
not just about women’s sexual freedom and independence,
as many claim….
[JR: The stats here verify what has been stated since
1996 regarding depopulation. The UN’s depopulation
goals are being reached through higher abortion rates,
infertility, same-sex relationships, famines, severe
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weather and diseases—all manipulated by the Elite. I
question the indicated rise in Africa’s population, due
to the HIV/AIDS pandemic there. Western Europe’s
stats reflect a downturn of morals and values and not
just lower birth rates.]

retain control,” stated Donald Hodel, former Secretary of
Energy and Secretary of the Interior during the Reagan
Administration.
“Periodically, they should announce they are going to
produce excess volumes of crude oil. The announcement
itself will scare away some capital investment from new
production. Secondarily, if that doesn’t work, and from
time to time to prove their point, they would have to
overproduce, [driving] the price down dramatically, so that
marginal wells in the United States [would] be shut down
and new investment [would] be shut down worldwide.”
According to Hodel, the “green” movement has
combined with OPEC to “erect straw arguments” against
the U.S. energy industry.
“I’ve never met anyone who said I want to breathe
dirty air or drink polluted water,” noted Hodel. “Yet, the
green movement has succeeded in using clean air, clean
water and garbage control as a means to seek deindustrialization in the U.S.”
“The problem is that the schools have been captured
by the flaming environmentalists,” noted Hodel. “We are
not doing a decent job of getting the educational
establishment to acknowledge the facts about the
importance of energy production to our economy.
“If we were rational about our energy policy, we
would have a growing component in our society of nuclear
power. The people who fought nuclear power have
successfully stopped coal. They are now turning toward
natural gas and oil. We made the point over and over that
offshore drilling is less of an environmental hazard than
transporting imported oil by tanker.”
Hodel concluded, “Our dependency on foreign oil
affects our national security and our environment.”
[JR: There is no one more willing or more expert at
destroying our U.S. production capabilities and
inflating prices than Clinton and his Khazar Zionist
cohorts in D.C. This blatantly shows that Clinton can
and will openly devastate our U.S. economy with
impunity to benefit foreign governments for fulfillment
of the policies of the NWO. We are ready for the
plucking by the vultures circling over our carcasses.]

CLINTON APPROVES OIL-PRICE HIKES
By Charles Smith, WorldNetDaily, 5/9/00
Oil ministers from OPEC nations have quietly told
national-security advisors on Capitol Hill that the oil
production cutbacks—and resulting price increases—are
being implemented at the request of the Clinton
Administration on behalf of Russia, Indonesia, Mexico and
Iran. [Cui Bono? The OIL COMPANIES, which just
reported RECORD profits! No doubt, some Texas
oil-men and other Elite players are beaming broadly
as they rake in the loot.]
Russia, Mexico and Indonesia are reported to be
directing their increased oil profits toward paying back
overdue Western loans. According to one government
defense advisor, the windfall profits are part of a
larger scheme to use the American public to pay off
failed and corrupt investment schemes in the three
countries.
“The American public is paying off bad loans to
bad countries made by bad bankers,” stated the
national-security advisor.
According to Vice President Al Gore, the recent hike
in gas prices is due not to a shortage of oil, but rather to
the Clinton Administration’s deliberate move to encourage
an oil price increase.
“I think the reason is because we more or less asked
the Organization of Petroleum [Exporting] Countries
[OPEC] to raise oil prices in helping Russia develop its
economy,” stated Gore on March 1 in response to a
question about rising gas prices.
The largest Middle Eastern oil producers reportedly
agreed on the cutback of oil production in order to
increase income for weapons purchases. Several oil states
have announced major weapons buys from the West,
including a recent multi-billion-dollar purchase of
Lockheed-Martin F-16 fighter jets.
“Iran is also trading oil to China in exchange for
missile technology,” stated the national-security advisor.
The gas hike has raised several concerns about the
Clinton energy policy and U.S. national security.
In recent years, OPEC has flooded the market with
oil, lowering prices worldwide. The lower prices,
according to Denise Bode, a commissioner on the
Oklahoma Corporation Commission, were designed to
discourage investors in U.S. domestic oil production,
maintaining a world monopoly for OPEC.
“The OPEC cartel clearly understands that the Clinton
energy policy is based on instant gratification,” stated
Bode, “seeking low gasoline prices and ignoring future
consequences with a foreign cartel in charge of our
national energy resources.
“In 1997, OPEC acted to consolidate the American
market by sending much cheaper oil, dumping it at
historically low prices. The most significant energy policy
initiated by the Clinton Administration is a 4.3 cent
increase in the gasoline tax,” said Bode.
“Another 30,000 Americans have lost their jobs.
Domestic oil production has moved from holding steady,
to a 5.4 percent decline. Even though OPEC has recently
cut back production and raised the price of oil to $30 a
barrel, there has been no increase in domestic production.”
“It’s very clear what OPEC should do if they want to

WORKER UNREST, PRESS CRACKDOWN
SIGNAL BEIJING’S FRAGILE HOLD
NewsMax.com, 5/6/00
A growing workers’ rights movement, violent protests,
an unprecedented rash of strikes and scores of bankrupt
industries are causing panic in Beijing’s brutal communist
leadership.
Mainland China’s communist leaders, frightened by
the kind of unrest that sparked the Solidarity movement in
Poland and led to the fall of the communist governments
there and in the Eastern Bloc captive nations, have taken
steps to douse the flames of near-rebellion now breaking
out around the nation.
The Government stretched the traditional Labor Day
workers’ holiday for China’s 300 million urban workers to
a full week in a reported attempt to quiet widespread
worker unrest. And in an obvious effort to keep the
dangerous situation from attracting worldwide attention to
the problem, the Government has restricted travel by
foreign journalists.
The new ban on journalists’ almost unrestricted travel
rights within China’s vast landmass, observers say, is one
sign of how desperate Beijing has become in the face of
worker unrest and economic troubles, since it could
provoke the U.S. Congress to take steps to kill plans to
allow China full access to U.S. markets after China joins
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the World Trade Organization.
In a blockbuster exposé of China’s internal chaos,
Britain’s Electronic Telegraph outlined the extent of the
economic troubles besetting China’s commercial interests
and the sometimes violent reaction of workers to
Depression-era conditions and wages that often go unpaid.
According to the Telegraph, in 1999 alone, there were
a mind-boggling 120,000 strikes, an increase of 14 times
the number just five years ago.
In some cities northeast of Beijing, such as Shenyang,
tens of thousands of laid-off factory workers are idle and
wandering the streets, reciting their grievances to foreign
journalists at the drop of a hat. In one recent incident
involving 20,000 miners in Yangjiazhanzi, 250 miles
northeast of Beijing, cars were smashed, shops looted and
fuel stores set on fire during a three-day battle between
miners and soldiers—after it was announced that the
largest local employer, a molybdenum mine, was closing
down. At one point in the battle, miners raided the mine’s
explosives warehouse.
Adding fuel to the fire was a decision by management
to offer a mere $300 or $400 in severance pay to workers
who had worked at the mines all their lives. In one case
cited by the Telegraph, one man and his wife were given
just $500 to make up for their lost earnings, pension and
health care earned over a combined 70 years of work at
the mine.
The growing unrest is a sign of the frustrations among
employees once given promises of jobs for life but now
faced with the collapse of inefficient and outmoded heavy
industries. Many employers have stopped regular salary
and benefit payments—putting a heavy burden on workers.
Many of those laid off are forced to hawk their
household possessions in the streets merely to earn enough
money to live from day to day. One elderly Chinese
Army veteran who went to work in a factory after being
discharged back in the 1950s told the newspaper that
hardship was increasing, even for those lucky enough to
still be on payrolls.
“Pensions and salaries aren’t going up, but rents and
electricity prices are,” he said. “If you paid for enough
electricity to heat your home, you couldn’t eat. So people
have to steal the electricity.”
These harsh conditions have created almost uniform
worker bitterness against officials and company managers
who have managed to enrich themselves from their jobs.
Yet, despite the rising unrest, corruption is flourishing.
[And how do you suppose the Kissinger-associated,
Khazarian Taipans are making out? Like bandits!]
One Hong Kong expert guesses that management of
state-run factories appointed by the Communist Party are
able to divert more than $9 billion into their own offshore
bank accounts every year, and party officials are exerting
every effort to distract public attention from the failing
economy and rampant corruption just as Europe’s
Communist Bloc did when its governments were
collapsing as the result of similar conditions.
Beijing’s crackdown on travel by foreign journalists is
one sign of the dangerous internal conditions threatening
the Government, observers say.
According to Hong Kong’s South China Morning
Post, Beijing has stopped issuing individual tourist visas
to foreign journalists in an attempt to tighten controls on
the press, reversing a decade-old policy that usually
allowed foreign journalists to travel freely in China on
their own time. Under the new restrictions, according to
a Chinese Government official in Hong Kong, journalists
may only travel in Government-supervised tour groups.
The new visa restrictions are part of a campaign to
purge liberal Chinese academics, restrain foreign
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correspondents in Beijing and dissuade the Hong Kong
press from covering advocates of Taiwanese independence.
“These new measures are completely unreasonable,”
Mak Yin-Tang, head of the Hong Kong Journalists
Association, told the Post. “As journalists, we are also
citizens and these kinds of controls infringe on freedom of
movement.”
The implications and enforcement of the new
regulations were still uncertain, said Francis Moriarty,
Chairman of the press freedom sub-committee of the
Foreign Correspondents’ Club in Hong Kong. “We don’t
know what this means yet, but obviously this is clearly not
a step in the right direction,” he told the newspaper.
He added it would be unusual for the mainland to
crack down on journalists when a few votes in the U.S.
Congress could sway a decision on whether [or not] to
grant China normal access to the American market after it
joins the World Trade Organization (WTO).
Margaret Ng Ngoi-Yee, a press-affiliated
spokeswoman, added: “I find it unbelievable that this
should happen, especially at such a time with China being
admitted to the WTO.”
[JR: When a country like China is faced with hard
economic times, they can become hostile and invade
another territory (like Taiwan) or declare war on an
obvious adversary. A war would provide work for its
citizens, quell the internal unrest, keep the Elite in
power and give pride to the masses.]

forces have been able to rob the peacekeepers of their
tanks, uniforms and even their hallmark sky-blue headgear.
“This mission is a disaster, an absolute disgrace,” said
one senior UN staffer who refused to be named for fear of
losing his job. “Our force is crumbling in the face of a
bunch of child soldiers. We deceived the people of Sierra
Leone by giving them a sense of security and then failing
to defend them.”…
…The first British paratroops were due later today in
neighbouring Senegal after Britain’s decision yesterday to
send five warships and about 1,600 soldiers to West
Africa to help any of its citizens who may need to be
airlifted out.
The UN special representative for Sierra Leone,
Oluyemi Adeniji, told reporters in Freetown last night that
a joint rebel-UN mission would go today to areas where
the peacekeepers were believed to be held to try to
negotiate their release.
The United Nations has so far dispatched 8,699 troops
to enforce a peace deal between Sierra Leone’s
democratically elected Government and the most feared
rebel force in Africa. The UN force, which is under the
command of General Vijay Jetley of India, has an
authorized strength of 11,100 and, if fully deployed, will
be the largest current peacekeeping operation.
Peacekeepers are dealing with a force that has
terrorized the people of this country for eight years. They
burned families alive in their homes, gang-raped little girls
and hacked the hands off an estimated 10,000 civilians.
And the rebels are experts in bush warfare.
“The UN peacekeeping mission cannot force people to
stop fighting,” says spokesman Philip Winslow. “It is
there to keep a peace that has already been agreed.
Peacekeeping relies on neutrality, diplomacy and
persuasion.”
But rebels still control much of the north and the
country’s diamond-rich east.…
“It’s like the rebels were testing the UN, saying:
‘Let’s see what you are made of’,” said one Western
diplomat.
The fight broke out last Monday after 10 young bush
fighters handed over their firearms at a UN camp in the
rebel-controlled town of Makeni.…
…The unarmed workers raced away while Kenyan
peacekeepers moved to defend the camp. Shots rang out.
The rebels won the gun battle and looted the camp.
When about 200 Zambians were dispatched to
reinforce the peacekeeping troops in Makeni on
Wednesday, they were ambushed by rebels on the road.
The worker who talked to the National Post yesterday said
he later saw rebels driving a UN personnel carrier in
Makeni. Other white UN tanks were along the road.
“There were RUF rebels wearing the blue UN caps
and Zambian uniforms and [they] had brand new rifles. If
this UN force is not going to fight back, RUF is going to
run this country,” he said.
Zambia’s President, Frederick Chiluba, defended his
soldiers’ poor performance on Saturday, saying they had
“been taken into that area a little prematurely”—without
proper equipment or updated maps.
But it was the false alarm issued on Saturday night
that frightened the people of Freetown most.
The last time rebels invaded the city, on Jan. 11,
1999, they executed hundreds of people and attacked so
many others with machetes that hospitals were forced to
throw severed limbs into waste baskets.
In the early hours of the morning yesterday, the BBC
World Service was broadcasting reports that the rebels
were closing in on Freetown—again.…
…UN security officials anxiously pored over lists of

UN FORCE CRUMBLES BEFORE CHILD ARMY
By Corinna Schuler, National Post, 5/8/00
FREETOWN, SIERRA LEONE—The United
Nations’ biggest peacekeeping mission slid into panic and
chaos on the weekend with foreigners fleeing in evacuation
helicopters and the international body’s blue-helmeted
troops barricading themselves into the seaside capital
against a rebel onslaught that never came.
At the same time, the UN admitted that it has more
than 500 of its troops either missing or captured by the
rebel Revolutionary United Front forces. In addition to the
318 soldiers who have been seized, 226 Zambian blueberets are unaccounted for and believed either to have
been captured or to have fled.
The UN triggered fear in hundreds of its staff
members and untold numbers of locals when it warned
that the RUF had advanced to within 20 kilometres of
Freetown, the scene of a rebel occupation last year in
which more than 5,000 people were killed.
Panic ensued late Saturday as hundreds of UN staff
were ordered to pack their bags, flee their homes and
amass for a sleepless night in the lobby of a heavily
guarded hotel. Peacekeepers raced to defend city
roadblocks. Generals arrived in UN vehicles with flashing
lights. Helicopters airlifted UN personnel to Conakry, the
capital of neighbouring Equatorial Guinea.
But yesterday morning the United Nations admitted it
had goofed.
“It was a grievous mistake,” conceded General
Mohammed Garbo, the second-in-command of the UN
force. “It caused panic to the whole world... Nobody is
above a mistake.” The rebels had marched to within 80
kilometres of Freetown, but had not even come close to
invading the city.
Nevertheless, it is widely agreed that the United
Nations’ mistakes in Sierra Leone are making a mockery
of the peacekeeping force that was supposed to restore its
pride in the wake of deadly bungling in Somalia and
Rwanda. Over and above their hostage taking, the RUF
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their civilian staff members and unarmed observers,
dispatching cars to “bring them in!” Close to 300 people
slept on couches and floors while commanders conducted
meetings in UN offices three floors above.…
…The highly touted “joint mission” did reveal that the
rebels had advanced to within 80 kilometres of Freetown
early yesterday. Burned-out huts could be seen from the
air above a town called Rogburi and the road beyond was
crowded with people.
“They are fleeing the rebels,” one UN staffer
explained.…
[JR: Is the use of the UN as a peacekeeping force
turning into a Keystone Cops comedy or what?
Instead of defending the citizens of Sierra Leone, UN
personnel retreat to secure hotels protected by the
UN, with helicopters at the ready for a hasty
evacuation. The people are scared to death and the
RUF rebels now have the UN equipment and blue
helmets to go with the uniform.]
GREENSPAN LECTURES BANKERS
By Melissa Wahl, Chicago Tribune, 5/5/00
Some of the less-heralded changes brought on by last
year’s sweeping overhaul of federal banking law pose
significant risks for banks, Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan warned Thursday.
Although much of the impetus for the overhaul was to
give banks the ability to get into securities underwriting
and insurance, Greenspan warned about banks’ expanded
ability to invest in non-financial companies, often referred
to as merchant banking.
“Most bad commercial loans are made during
prolonged periods of prosperity. I suspect the experience
of bank equity investment has been similar,” Greenspan
told bankers and regulators Thursday at the annual spring
banking conference of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago.
Although investors and traders were following the
speech closely, Greenspan didn’t offer clues about interestrate policy, keeping his focus on banking issues. He
discussed the risks of derivatives investments, which have
become a major part of some banks’ business, and his
belief that the Government would allow any financial
institution—no matter how big—to fail if it found itself in
serious financial trouble.
He hedged his comment by saying that, in some cases,
the Government would manage “an orderly liquidation” of
a failed entity, but shareholders would not be protected
and deposits not guaranteed by the Government, likely
would be “discounted”.
Greenspan’s assertion that large financial institutions
would be allowed to fail if they got into serious trouble is
“intellectually dishonest”, said Bert Ely, a bank consultant
from Alexandria, Virginia who attended the conference.
“The markets know that if a big financial institution
gets in trouble, the Government is going to save it. They
[regulators and Greenspan] don’t want to admit it,” Ely
said, pointing to the Fed-orchestrated unwinding of the
Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) hedge fund in
1998.
Long-Term Capital Management nearly collapsed
because of its risky derivatives investments.
Derivatives—financial instruments whose values are
based on the performance of underlying assets—
experienced credit losses amid the 1998 third quarter’s
liquidity crisis, but those losses were well below losses in
banks’ loan portfolios at that time, Greenspan said.
And derivatives’ credit exposures are very small
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compared with credit exposures on traditional assets, such
as banks’ loans, he said.
Despite that good historical record, it is possible that
market participants are too complacent about their
exposure to market turbulence, Greenspan said before
posing a rhetorical question: “One is compelled to ask:
Has the financial system become more stable, or has
it simply not been tested?”
Greenspan also voiced concerns about risk in banks’
equity investments in non-financial companies, which he
expects will increase because of new federal laws.
Banks have been players in the equity markets for
decades. They were a dominant source of venture capital
in the early 1960s, Greenspan said, and still account for
about 10 to 15 percent of the country’s private equity
market.
A few large banks are major merchant bankers now,
with investments beyond just venture capital. But
Greenspan said he expects the new laws to attract more
players and deepen participation of existing players in
merchant banking.
Although the new business will create value for the
economy and shareholders, it also brings risks that,
“during some periods in the future, will create reduced
returns,” Greenspan said.
He added: “However, the same might be said about
portfolios of loans.”
[JR: When a personage like Greenspan—who runs
the Fed, manipulates other central banks and even
banking around the world—“hedges” on his veiled
comments, you know we’re in a dark tunnel with no
light ahead.]

My talk, ably translated by my Italian editor, Tuvia
Fogel, included a slide presentation that added a pictorial
dimension to the evidence from ancient times in support of
Sumerian texts, on which my eight books based the
following conclusions:
We are not alone—not just in the vast universe, but
in our own solar system; there is one more planet in our
solar system, orbiting beyond Pluto but nearing Earth
periodically; advanced “extraterrestrials”—the Sumerians
called them Anunnaki, the Bible Nefilim—started to visit
our planet some 450,000 years ago; and, some 300,000
years ago, they engaged in genetic engineering to upgrade
Earth’s hominids and fashion Homo sapiens, the Adam.
In that, they acted as emissaries for the Universal
Creator—God.
The Dialogue
“We have much to talk about,” Msgr. Balducci said
to me as he came forward to congratulate me on my
presentation. “I have great esteem for your scholarship,”
he said.
We returned to the hotel for lunch. Our table was
surrounded in a semicircle by my American fans, intent on
not missing a word of the forthcoming dialogue. In the
hours-long session, Msgr. Balducci outlined the positions
he was going to state, from a prepared text, in his talk the
next day. While my approach was based on physical
evidence, his was a purely Roman Catholic theologicalphilosophical one, seeking the spiritual aspects. Yet, our
conclusions converged.
Msgr. Balducci’s Positions
On UFOs: “There must be something in it.” The
hundreds and thousands of eyewitness reports leave no
room for denying that there is a measure of truth in them,
even allowing for optical illusions, atmospheric phenomena
and so on. As a Catholic theologian, such witnessing
cannot be dismissed. “Witnessing is one way of
transmitting truth, and in the case of the Christian religion,
we are talking about a Divine Revelation in which
witnessing is crucial to the credibility of our faith.”
On life on other planets: “That life may exist on
other planets is certainly possible... The Bible does not
rule out that possibility. On the basis of scripture and on
the basis of our knowledge of God’s omnipotence, His
wisdom being limitless, we must affirm that life on other
planets is possible.” Moreover, this is not only possible,
but also credible and even probable. “Cardinal Nicolo
Cusano (1401-1464) wrote that there is not a single star
in the sky about which we can rule out the existence of
life, even if different from ours.”
On intelligent extraterrestrials: “When I talk about
extraterrestrials, we must think of beings who are like
us—more probably, beings more advanced than us, in that
their nature is an association of a material part and a
spiritual part, a body and a soul, although in different
proportions than human beings on Earth.” Angels are
beings who are purely spiritual, devoid of bodies, while
we are made up of spirit and matter but still at a low
level. “It is entirely credible that in the enormous distance
between Angels and humans, there could be found some
middle stage, that is, beings with a body like ours but
more elevated spiritually. If such intelligent beings really
exist on other planets, only science will be able to prove;
but in spite of what some people think, we would be in a
position to reconcile their existence with the Redemption
that Christ has brought us.”
The Anunnaki and the Creation of Man
Well, then, I asked Msgr. Balducci, does it mean that
my presentation was no great revelation to you? We
appear to agree, I said, that more advanced
extraterrestrials can exist, and I use science to evidence

DIALOGUE IN BELLARIA
By Zecharia Sitchin, Centrex News, 5/4/00
In what must be a historic first, a high official of the
Vatican and a Hebrew scholar discussed the issue of
extraterrestrials and the Creation of Man, and though
different from each other in upbringing, background,
religion and methodology, nevertheless arrived at common
conclusions:
Yes, extraterrestrials can and do exist on other
planets.
Yes, they can be more advanced than us.
Yes, materially, Man could have been fashioned from
a pre-existing sentient being.
The Participants
The high Vatican official was Monsignor Corrado
Balducci, a Catholic theologian with impressive
credentials: a member of the Curia of the Roman Catholic
Church; a Prelate of the Congregation for the
Evangelization of Peoples and the Propagation of the
Faith; leading exorcist of the Archdiocese of Rome; a
member of the Vatican’s Beatification Committee; an
expert on Demonology; and the author of several books.
Appointed in the Vatican to deal with the issue of UFOs
and extraterrestrials, he has made in recent years
pronouncements indicating a tolerance of the subjects; but
he has never before met and had a dialogue with a
Hebrew scholar, and gone beyond prescribed formulations
to include the touchy issue of the Creation of Man.
The Hebrew scholar was me—Zecharia Sitchin: a
researcher of ancient civilizations; a biblical archaeologist;
a descendant of Abraham…
…we were scheduled to meet in Bellaria, Italy, at a
conference whose theme was “The Mystery of Human
Existence”.…
Sitchin’s Presentation
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their coming to Earth... I then quote the Sumerian texts
that say that the Anunnaki (“Those who from Heaven to
Earth came”) genetically improved an existing being on
Earth to create the being that the Bible calls Adam.
My conclusion regarding your presentation, Msgr.
Balducci answered, is that more than anything else your
whole approach is based on physical evidence, it concerns
itself with matter, not with spirit. This is an important
distinction, “because if this distinction is made, I can bring
up the view of the great theologian, Professor Father
Marakoff, who is still alive and is greatly respected by the
Church. He formulated the hypothesis that when God
created Man and put the soul into him, perhaps what is
meant is not that Man was created from mud or lime, but
from something pre-existing, even from a sentient being
capable of feeling and perception. So the idea of taking
a pre-man or hominid and creating someone who is aware
of himself, is something that Christianity is coming around
to… The key is the distinction between the material body
and the soul granted by God.”
From Anunnaki to God
Yes, I responded to the Vatican theologian, in my
writings I deal with the physical evidence; but already in
my first book (The 12th Planet), the very last sentence of
the last paragraph raises the question: If the
extraterrestrials “created” us, who created them on their
planet?
From this, my own thinking and the contents of my
subsequent books evolved toward the spiritual or “divine”
aspects. The Anunnaki, I have explained, were just
emissaries (and that is what the Hebrew word Malachim,
translated Angels, means). They thought that it was their
decision to come here for selfish reasons and to fashion us
because they needed workers; but in truth they only
carried out the Almighty God’s wishes and plans.
If such extraterrestrials were so involved, Msgr.
Balducci said, even by your own interpretation they had to
do with Man’s physics, body and rationality; but God
alone had to do with the Soul!…
…We ended the dialogue as friends, determined to
stay in touch and continue.
[JR: Yes, the Anunnaki are our ancestors, who did
improve our species. Yes, extraterrestrials are
evolved, intelligent beings and not the alien lizard
monsters depicted by Hollywood. Our Cosmic
Brothers are with us now and will assist those who will
work for the greater good of all of mankind.]
MISSILE-KILLING LASER DEVELOPED BY U.S.
AND ISRAEL PASSES INITIAL TEST
By James Glanz, Chicago Tribune, 5/4/00
(New York Times News Service)—A powerful laser
developed by Israel and the United States to shoot down
rockets has passed its first test at the White Sands Missile
Range in New Mexico, hitting a stationary target,
American military officials said this week.
If it eventually is deployed, the system apparently
would be the first anti-missile defense of any kind based
on lasers.
“To my knowledge, no nation has ever deployed an
anti-missile system based on a laser,” said Lt. Col. Rick
Lehner, a spokesman for the Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization at the Pentagon.
Designed and built by the California contractor TRW
for Israel and the U.S. Army, the laser and its tracking
system were tested last week against stationary targets,
said Lt. Gen. John Costello, commander of the U.S. Army
Space and Missile Defense Command.
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Costello said the system, the Tactical High Energy
Laser, probably will be tested this month against a moving
Katyusha rocket. If that test is successful, he said, the
system will be shipped to Israel for further testing and
deployment.
“It will be the first engagement of the Katyusha rocket
by a tactical, high-energy laser, something that is militarily
useful,” the General said.
The Israeli Defense Ministry said it plans to deploy
the system along its northern border to halt guerrilla
rockets after Israel withdraws from Southern Lebanon this
summer. A spokesman for the Ministry, Dan Weinreich,
said the weapon was in the final stages of testing in the
United States and Israel.
A spokesman for the Space and Missile Defense
Command, Marco Morales, said the cost to develop the
system through the first attempted shoot-down was $190
million.
At a missile-defense briefing this week in Huntsville,
Alabama, Costello said developing the system over five
years “could, in fact, revolutionize warfare” by protecting
troops from rockets, mortars and other artillery. But he
said using lasers in rain and fog needs special experiments.
The possible deployment of the laser, although its
geographic range is modest, represents a striking
turnaround for an anti-missile technology that was
criticized as unworkable in the Strategic Defense Initiative
of the 1980s.
Since then, most American anti-missile systems have
turned to “hit-to-kill” technology. That means that a
rocket-propelled vehicle maneuvers toward an incoming
missile to collide with and destroy it. But the U.S.
military has also continued long-term research and
development on laser-based systems.
Those include the Israeli-American program for
intercepting short-range missiles, an Air Force program to
shoot down ballistic missiles such as Iraqi Scuds using a
laser mounted on a Boeing 747 jumbo jet, and a joint
venture by the Air Force and the Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization to develop lasers that could be fired from
space to destroy intercontinental ballistic missiles.
All those lasers would derive their energy from
powerful chemical reactions and destroy the missiles by
heating them to high temperatures. Although the IsraeliAmerican laser, if successful, would intercept rockets in
the middle or end of their flights, the others would try to
destroy missiles earlier, as their boosters fired.
“The technology has come a long way since the early
‘Star Wars’ days in terms of developing lasers that could
in the future destroy a ballistic missile,” said Lehner, a
spokesman for the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization.
Costello suggested the laser will have an initial range
of 4 miles. “Frankly,” he added, “we’ve designed it with
the Israelis because of the threat to northern Israel.”
[JR: This technology will provide the protection
Israel will require when she withdraws from her
occupation of Southern Lebanon in July. The money
to pay TRW will, of course, be paid for by the goyim
(gentile) taxpayers of the U.S.]

being conducted by German air units out of Holloman Air
Force Base near Alamogordo, New Mexico since April
1996 “may prove to have been unauthorized from the start
because the Secretary of State and Congress did not
approve them”.
At the center of the controversy is a lawsuit originally
filed in September 1998 by Otero County rancher Charlie
Lee, the Otero County Grazing Association, Otero
Cattleman, Lincoln Forest Permittees and others. The suit,
which is being financed primarily by Paragon, seeks to
block construction of a target complex and low-level
flights on Otero Mesa in southeast New Mexico and west
Texas.
The controversy worsened a year later, when two
German Tornado fighters collided in mid-air outside
Carlsbad, New Mexico, barely missing the Marathon
Indian Basin Gas Processing Plant and a local ranch. The
resulting crash investigation was conducted entirely by
German Air Force personnel—and its findings have not
been made available to the American public, even after a
memorandum passed in the New Mexico Senate
demanding details of the crash and German operational
and investigative procedures, Paragon officials told
WorldNetDaily.
On Monday, U.S. District Judge Bruce D. Black
“changed the complexion” of the case by granting
permission to “allow an amendment to the lawsuit
challenging the legitimacy of the German Air Force
presence in the U.S.”, said Bob Jones, President of the
Paragon Foundation.
“American Air Force officials have not followed
proper channels in allowing foreign troops to train in
America. This has gone on since the [initial] agreement
[in the early 1990s] between former President George
Bush and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl. There has
never been congressional approval of this foreign
training,” Jones said.
“This is a big break in this case. Judge Black’s
decision will allow the plaintiffs to depose U.S. State
Department and Air Force officials,” said Frank Bond, the
lead Paragon attorney in the case. “We can challenge the
legal premise for the German Air Force presence at
Holloman. Our team will show that the Secretary of State
and Congress had not authorized the German Air Force to
be conducting operations there.”
State Department officials had no comment and
referred the matter to the Pentagon. Air Force officials
there said they were looking into the matter, but were
unable to locate staffers who had the most recent
information, a spokesman told WorldNetDaily.
Meanwhile, a public-relations official at Holloman
told Paragon he didn’t believe the Judge’s ruling would
have an impact on German operations there, adding that
German officials haven’t replied to the New Mexico
Senate’s request because “it doesn’t have the force of
law”.
German Air Force spokesman Cmdr. Eckhard
Sowoda, also at Holloman, had no comment on the ruling
or the German Ministry of Defense’s failure to provide the
materials requested by New Mexico lawmakers, the group
said.
“The threshold question is whether the United States
Air Force legally brought the Germans to Holloman,” said
Bond. “The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between
the U.S. Air Force and the German Ministry of Defense
may be illegal because it was not submitted to the
Secretary of State. Once approved by State, the MOA has
to be transmitted to Congress.”
He also said that a Memorandum of Agreement is not
a legal document, and that the Germans are operating

LUFTWAFFE FLYING IN U.S. ILLEGALLY?
By Jon E. Dougherty, WorldNetDaily.com, 5/5/00
Elements of the German Air Force—better known as
the Luftwaffe—operating out of U.S. Air Force bases and
conducting training over American soil may be illegal,
according to a Government watchdog organization based
in New Mexico, where Luftwaffe planes are stationed.
The Paragon Foundation says low-level flight training
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under a “Letter of Diplomatic Approval” instead.
“That letter doesn’t permit the transport of hazardous
material,” Bond said, adding that “the Germans are now
using live weapons while training” by carrying bombs,
rockets and flares.
[JR: Bush and Kohl could provide the answers as to
how this mirage of an agreement came to be without
the approval of Congress or Secretary of State. Most
of these agreements are made by our President (acting
unilaterally) through Executive Orders, New World
Orders, the War Powers Act or OWA (orders w/o
authority). There may be many others we don’t know
about—yet.]
PRESIDENT, SENIOR OFFICIALS BRIEFED ON
POSSIBLE “PENETRATION” OF WHITE HOUSE PHONES
By Carl Cameron, Fox News, 5/5/00
WASHINGTON—The White House telephone
system may have been penetrated by an employee of an
Israeli-owned telecommunications billing company that
helped install new telephone lines there three years ago,
Fox News has learned.
The FBI, which has briefed President Clinton, CIA
Director George Tenet, FBI Director Louis Freeh and
Attorney General Janet Reno, is investigating what sources
told Fox News was a “penetration of the U.S. Government
telephone system”.
The breach may have involved the “real-time”
interception of telephone conversations inside the White
House and other Government offices. It does not involve
the secure lines that the President uses for calls to foreign
leaders or the military, the sources said.
For the past 18 months, the FBI has been investigating
Bell Atlantic and Amdocs, a Chesterfield, Missouri
telecommunications billing company, Fox News has
learned. Amdocs helped Bell Atlantic install new
telephone lines in the White House in 1997.
Amdocs, once a small Israeli software company, is
the world’s leader in the $20 billion telecommunications
billing-software industry, with expected revenues this year
of $1.1 billion, said Debra Katz, an analyst with Gerard,
Klaur and Mattison in New York. The company employs
5,600 people worldwide and is run by “an amazingly high
caliber of people”.
Dan Ginsburg, a spokesman for Amdocs, said that the
company has not been notified of any FBI investigation
and only heard of the probe from news reporters Thursday
night. Bell Atlantic officials declined comment.
In 1997, the White House had a new, state-of-the-art
phone system installed by Bell Atlantic. The system
installed was not a secure, military-installed system for
classified conversations but rather a commercially secure
phone system. The classified phone lines presumably
remain secure and are not involved in the alleged breach,
sources said.
Sources said the investigators told the President that
a senior-level employee of Amdocs had a separate T1 data
phone line installed from his base outside of St. Louis that
was connected directly to Israel.
Investigators are looking into whether the owner of
the T1 line had a “real-time” capacity to intercept phone
calls from both the White House and other Government
offices around Washington, and sustained the line for some
time, sources said.
Sources familiar with the investigation say FBI agents
on the case sought an arrest warrant for the St. Louis
employee but Justice Department officials quashed it. Fox
News has learned that Chairman of the Senate Intelligence
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Committee Richard Shelby was briefed, along with
Senator Richard Bryan, D-Nev., a ranking Democrat on
the Committee. Several other lawmakers on key
committees with jurisdiction over these matters have never
been briefed.
White House spokesman Joe Lockhart told Fox News
he was not aware of any such investigation. A senior lawenforcement official at the Justice Department said Friday
evening that “to suggest that the phones at the White
House have been penetrated is not supported by the facts,
and the FBI has not identified anyone it plans to arrest”.
Amdocs provides billing and customer services to
telecommunications companies around the world, including
Bell Atlantic, BellSouth, Sprint and Vodafone. The
Israeli-owned company has grown at an incredible rate
since opening an American base in 1997, tripling its U.S.
revenues to more than $600 million in 1999.
Amdocs software handles 50 percent of all local calls
in the United States and 90 percent of all local calls in
Germany.
[JR: This certainly sounds like a sweetheart deal as
possible payback for political contributions, as well as
accolades for this phenomenal company. If a foreignowned company were to install unsecured phone lines
in the White House, wouldn’t you have those lines
checked out and cleaned by a Secret Service
surveillance team? Why are the CIA, FBI and Reno
only concerned about Fox News sources? Perhaps
Israel has set up its own Echelon worldwide
communications surveillance system through Amdocs.
This Amdocs company’s success story shows that it
can happen in Amerika, as long as there are
connections to Israel.]

Tax? It’s a cast that could net a lot more fish.]

HOUSE COMMITTEE OKS 5-YEAR EXTENSION
OF INTERNET TAX BAN
Chicago Tribune News Services, 5/5/00
WASHINGTON, D.C.—A five-year extension of the
moratorium on taxes that target the Internet quickly
cleared a House committee Thursday. It is one of three
bills Republican leaders and the high-tech industry are
pushing to reduce or prevent taxes in cyberspace.
Even though the current moratorium does not end until
October 2001, the House Judiciary Committee rushed
through the extension bill without hearings and despite
complaints that Congress was ignoring the central issue of
how state sales taxes apply to electronic commerce.
As Republicans and Democrats battle for political
support and campaign contributions from the high-tech
sector, House GOP leaders plan a floor vote next week on
the moratorium bill.
Also expected to move soon in the House are bills to
permanently prohibit any tax on Internet access and to
repeal the 3 percent telephone excise tax first enacted to
finance the Spanish-American War [of 1898].
The Bill, which was passed 29-8 by the Judiciary
Committee, would extend through October 2006 the freeze
on any new state, local or federal Internet tax and on those
that single out the Internet. The legislation also would
repeal a clause that allows some states to retain Internet
taxes on their books as of Oct. 1, 1998.
All three measures are supported by a coalition of 11
industry groups.
[JR: Both parties are deferring decisions on this issue
until they can put a much better spin on things. I
noticed that five years would extend it beyond the next
president’s term of office and his re-election. Do you
suppose a solution would be imposing a National Sales

CLINTON’S “WAG THE DOG” DID LITTLE
DAMAGE TO MILOSEVIC’S FORCES
PRNewswire, 5/8/00
A suppressed U.S. Air Force report obtained by
Newsweek shows that the number of targets verifiably
destroyed by high-altitude bombing in the Kosovo War
was a tiny fraction of what top military officers publicly
claimed.
The report shows there were 14 tanks destroyed, not
120; 18 armored personnel carriers, not 220; and 20
artillery pieces, not 450. And instead of the 744
“confirmed” strikes by NATO pilots during the War, the
Air Force investigators, who spent weeks combing
Kosovo, found evidence of just 58 strikes. The damage
report has been buried by top military officers and
Pentagon officials, who, in interviews with Newsweek over
the last three weeks, were still glossing over or denying its
significance. General Wesley Clark, the top NATO
commander during the War, tried—at least at first—to
gain an accurate picture of the bombing, Newsweek reports
in the current issue. At the end of June, Clark dispatched
a team to do an on-the-ground survey in Kosovo. The 30
experts were known as the Munitions Effectiveness
Assessment Team, or MEAT.
The bombing, they discovered, was highly accurate
against fixed targets, like bunkers and bridges. “But we
were spoofed a lot,” said one team member. The Serbs
protected one bridge from the high-flying NATO bombers
by constructing, 300 yards upstream, a fake bridge made
of polyethylene sheeting stretched over the river. NATO
“destroyed” the phony bridge many times.
In addition, artillery pieces were faked out of long
black logs stuck on old truck wheels. A two-thirds scale
SA-9 antiaircraft missile launcher was fabricated from the
metal-lined paper used to make European milk cartons.
“It would have looked perfect from three miles up,” said
a MEAT analyst. The team found dozens of burnt-out
cars, buses and trucks—but very few tanks, and no
indications that hit tanks had been hauled away.
When Clark heard this news, he ordered the inspectors
to walk the terrain, report National Security Correspondent
John Barry and Assistant Managing Editor Evan Thomas
in the May 15 issue (on newsstands Monday, May 8).
They came back with 2,600 photographs and briefed the
commanders. “What do you mean we didn’t hit tanks?”
said General Walter Begert, the Air Force Deputy
Commander in Europe. Clark said, “This can’t be. I
don’t believe it.”
The Air Force was ordered to prepare a new report
and in a month, Brigadier General John Corley was able
to turn around a survey that pleased Clark. It asserted that
NATO had successfully struck 93 tanks, close to the 120
claimed by General Shelton at the end of the War, and
153 armored personnel carriers, not far off the 220 touted
by Shelton. But Corley’s team did not do any actual field
research. Rather, it looked for any support for pilots’
claims. “The methodology is rock solid,” said Corley,
who strongly denied any attempt to obfuscate. “Smoke
and mirrors” is more like it, according to a senior officer
at NATO headquarters who examined the data, Newsweek
reports. NATO sources also say two of Clark’s officers
cautioned him not to accept Corley’s numbers. The U.S.
intelligence community, too, was doubtful. “Nobody is
very keen to talk about this topic,” a CIA official told
Newsweek. Over-rating the Kosovo bombing could lead
to fundamentally flawed strategies in future similar
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conflicts, Newsweek notes.
[JR: Lying and the fabrication of supposed facts have
been and are systematic with this Clinton
Administration. NATO isn’t any more credible about
its target successes according to the MEAT report
compiled by the military. When are we going to grow
tired of being lied to?]
2 MORE JEWS ADMIT BEING ISRAELI SPIES
IN IRAN TRIAL
Chicago Tribune, 5/4/00
SHIRAZ, IRAN (AP)—Two more Iranian Jews
admitted Wednesday that they spied for Israel, bringing to
three the number of defendants who have confessed to
espionage in a trial that has attracted international concern.
Defense lawyers for the 13 Jews on trial for alleged
spying questioned the validity of the confessions and
criticized the court, in which the judge acts as prosecutor
and judge.
Israel condemned the latest confessions as
“loathsome”. It denies that any of the 13 Iranian Jews on
trial for espionage in this southern city are spies.
The provincial judiciary chief, Hossein Ali Amiri, said
the three confessed to spying for Israeli’s Mossad
intelligence service and “were driven by financial and
religious motivations”.
If convicted, the defendants could be sentenced to
death for passing secret information that damages national
security. Two Jews were hanged three years ago on
similar charges.
Amiri said, “All I can predict is that their sentences
may not be execution.” He said the young ages of the
defendants would be taken in account.
In the latest confessions, Shahrokh Paknahad, 30, a
religion teacher, and Ramin Nematizadeh, 27, a shop
clerk, told the court they had spied for Israel.
The first defendant to confess, Dani Tefilin, a shoe
salesman, told reporters outside the court he was under no
duress when he confessed Monday. He was shown on
state television saying he had received espionage training
during a visit to Israel.
Tefilin and Paknahad, brought briefly before reporters,
were calm, unshackled and wearing gray prison uniforms
printed with the scales of justice. Journalists aren’t
allowed in the court.
Defense lawyers have questioned the fairness of the
proceedings and the validity of a confession made on
television. Western nations have expressed concern about
the prosecution of the 13 Jews and the fairness of their
trial.
In a statement issued by its Foreign Ministry in
Jerusalem, Israel said Wednesday: “The entire trial,
conducted behind closed doors—in violation of Iran’s
promises to the international community—in which the
judge is also the prosecutor and investigator, and the
accused immediately and publicly confess their alleged
guilt to the media, is reminiscent of show trials from the
dark periods of modern history.”
The Iranian judiciary is dominated by conservatives
opposed to the reformist policy of President Mohammad
Khatami, who favors rapprochement with the West.
Defense lawyer Esmail Naseri, who represents the
three men who confessed, said their defense is based on
proving that no classified information changed hands. He
said none of the defendants had access to secret
information.
Describing the court proceedings, Naseri said: “The
judge makes the accusation of espionage, but when we ask
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for evidence, he remains silent.”
Paknahad told reporters he was a ringleader who had
helped set up a spy network for Israel in the city of
Isfahan, 200 miles northwest of Shiraz. Paknahad said he
had asked for clemency.
Naseri said Nematizadeh told the court he had given
defense information, gathered during his mandatory
military service, to his Israeli superiors.
Naseri said Tefilin refused to retract his confession
despite Judge Sadeq Nourani’s providing him with an
opportunity Wednesday.
“The Judge said: ‘If truly you are telling lies, if you
are influenced by any matter, if someone has made
promises to you and if you have exaggerated any
confession, now is the time to correct the matter,”’ Naseri
told reporters.
[JR: The Mossad actively recruits and has its
contacts through many sources. One such is the
“sayan” which means Jewish volunteers living outside
of Israel. There are also the “marats”, who are
listeners and the “bodels”, who are go-between
messengers between safe-houses and embassies.
Israel’s denials (remember, lies are excused under the
Kol Nidre) do not refute the facts.]
HAS TAIWAN GONE NUCLEAR?
NewsMax.com, 5/12/00
If a report in a prestigious publication dealing with
defense issues is correct, Taiwan has joined the nuclearweapons club, and the strategic situation in the Taiwan
Straits has changed drastically.
According to a report in the authoritative Defence and
Foreign Affairs journal, the Taiwanese military have
gotten their hands on two nuclear warheads and put them
on a pair of medium-range ballistic missiles aimed at the
mainland.
The journal, published by the International Strategic
Studies Association in Washington, reports that the nukes,
originally owned by South Africa, were obtained in an
under-the-counter deal brokered by a so-called
“intermediary Middle Eastern country”. [Israel, which is
the arms merchant of the world?]
Taiwanese officials strongly denied the report and said
they didn’t have any “medium-range surface-to-surface
missiles” that could carry nuclear warheads and, thanks to
restrictions on exports of missile technology, couldn’t develop
their own arsenal of ballistic missiles if they wanted to.
Nevertheless, if the report is true, the entire strategic
situation vis-a-vis the Taiwan-Mainland China standoff has
changed drastically. China has made no secret about their
plans to invade Taiwan should the island’s Government
declare independence.
Published reports from the official People’s Liberation
Army [PLA] have outlined a blitzkrieg-like attack on Taiwan,
with hundred of thousands of PLA troops landing on the island
and overwhelming Taiwanese defenses. The lightning-like
invasion would effectively preclude U.S. participation in the
early stages of the war, and China bluntly warned the United
States that they would not hesitate to use their own nuclear
arsenal against the United States, should the United States
attempt to use nuclear weapons in retaliation against China.
But, if Taiwan does have even as few as two nuclear
missiles aimed at the mainland, they could stop a Chinese
invasion dead in its tracks. It could be back to the drawing
board for Chinese strategic planners, and a toning down of the
war of words Beijing has been waging.
[This has all the earmarks of an intelligence-agency
destabilization program.]
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PUTIN BEGINS CRACKDOWN
ON RUSSIA’S OLIGARCHS

TRIBAL COUNCIL ATTEMPTS TO QUASH
RELEASE OF AUDIT REPORT!

Stratfor.com, 5/11/00

By “Wild Horse”, from the Internet, 5/12/00

Russian tax police raided oligarch Vladimir
Gusinsky’s Media-MOST offices in Moscow on the
morning of May 11. The Russian press is playing up the
incident as a violation of democracy and free speech.
More important, it is President Vladimir Putin’s first
official offensive against the corrupt upper tier of Russian
businessmen. To prove his impartiality, however, Putin
will next need to launch an equally strict operation against
Gusinsky’s rival, Boris Berezovsky.
Armed with submachine guns and axes, tax police,
Interior Ministry troops and investigators from the
Prosecutor General’s office evacuated and searched the
Media-MOST office. Media-MOST is a holding company
founded by Gusinsky that operates the NTV independent
television station, the Echo of Moscow radio [station] and
the Segodnya newspaper. The Prosecutor General’s office
released a statement that said prosecutors had discovered
information on Media-MOST employees while
investigating the embezzlement of Government money.
Last November, Media-MOST was also confronted by the
Yeltsin Administration for failing to pay a $42 million
debt.
On the surface, it appears that Putin is resorting to
tactics most Western observers had hoped he would resist:
using the Federal Security Services (FSB) to rough up his
political opposition. Russian media immediately accused
the Kremlin of Stalin-style intimidation and censorship.
There are several factors that support this argument.
Gusinsky’s media outlets oppose Putin and his
Administration. NTV and Segodnya often publish features
critical of the Government, the War in Chechnya and
Putin’s rise to power.
Also, Gusinsky does not primarily own commodities,
which are the profitable industries that must be pulled out
of the oligarchs’ reach. Putin’s goal is to separate the
oligarchs from industries where they can steal enough
money to damage the entire economy. In light of this
goal, Gusinsky does not seem to fit the profile.
But, through Media-MOST’s connection to Gazprom,
Gusinsky and his companies do have the power to pass on
a significant financial burden, the effects of which will
seep back to the national economy. In 1996, Gazprom
bought 30 percent of the shares in Media-MOST. Since
then, Media-MOST has accrued approximately $1 billion
worth of foreign debt, for which Gazprom is liable.
Should Media-MOST default, or should Gusinsky
reallocate some funds to his personal accounts,
Gazprom—in which the State has the largest stake—will
have to pick up the debt. And the federal Government,
which relies on Gazprom’s profit to cover more than 25
percent of Government revenues, is not willing to sacrifice
a billion dollars for Gusinsky.
Finally, as a result of a rift among the powerful oligarchs
who used to surround former President Boris Yeltsin,
Gusinsky is Berezovsky’s rival. Observers who believe Putin
is in some way allied with or indebted to Berezovsky have
already hinted that Putin is doing Berezovsky both a personal
and professional favor, as Berezovsky owns several competing
media companies. In order to prove he is prepared to
systematically remove all of the oligarchs from powerful
positions, Putin will next have to confront Berezovsky. Thus,
in light of Putin’s plan to use the secret services and tax police
to wipe out the oligarchs, it becomes apparent that the raid on
Gusinsky’s companies was more than just a Kremlin attack on
its political opponents.

RED CLOUD BUILDING, PINE RIDGE INDIAN
RESERVATION, SD—With the recently completed audit of
the Oglala Sioux Tribe’s 1999 Indirect Cost Fund on its way
to the BIA regional office in Aberdeen, members of the Tribal
Council are pleading with BIA officials to suppress the report
from public distribution.
In an executive session of the Tribe’s Finance Committee
yesterday, BIA Superintendent Robert Ecoffey explained to the
Committee that the audit findings must and will be made
available to tribal members. Committee members, comprised of
Tribal Council representatives, are gravely concerned about the
latest audit findings, as the Indirect Cost Fund pertains to federal
program monies that are funneled to the Tribe for specific uses.
Misappropriation of these funds carries a felony charge. Grass
Roots Oyate spokespeople are convinced that this audit report
[will] be as incriminating as the General Fund audit.
In an illegal session of the Tribal Council last week held in
Rapid City, council representatives rebuked BIA-appointed
auditor Jaime Arobba for releasing the 1999 General Fund audit
to the general public. Arobba assured the Council that he
followed procedure by giving the report to his client, the BIA,
and upon review, it was the BIA that released the report to tribal
members. For years, tribal Government officials have kept closed
books at the Red Cloud Building, leaving tribal members to
wonder where their money is being spent. With what resembles
a Third World country [approach], tribal members are confident
that the funds are not being spent on them.
In a document obtained by the Grass Roots Oyate, White
House staff members, high-ranking, influential senators and a
team of attorneys have been meeting secretly with the accused
tribal Government officials. While White House officials and
Senate members refuse to recognize the Oyate’s efforts for justice
and [tribal] Government reform, they are conducting weekly
meetings with Tribal Treasurer Wesley C. Jacobs and members
of the Tribal Council in an attempt to protect President Clinton’s
promise of millions of dollars in federal funding through the
“New Market Initiatives/Empowerment Zone Program”.
Obviously, Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, whose home
state is South Dakota, has much to lose if tribal members are
successful at blocking the Empowerment Zone project.
Without garnering majority support from their constituents,
Tribal Council members took it upon themselves to accept the
Empowerment Zone project. Tribal elders are not blinded by the
short-term benefits of this offer. They believe in the philosophy
that “there is no such thing as a free lunch”. Historically, the
U.S. has shown [itself] to be interested solely in the land that the
Oglala Lakota people have cared for. Grass Roots Oyate
spokesmen say the Empowerment Zone is the equivalent to the
infamous “Trojan Horse”. They may appear to want to help the
indigenous peoples, but over the long term, elders believe that
much of their treaty land will be comprised and fall under state
jurisdiction. Senator Daschle has proven that he has no regard
for the active 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty that the U.S. made with
the Great Sioux Nation. He has been widely criticized for his
Mitigation Act bill, which effectively transferred over 100,000
acres of treaty land to the State of South Dakota. U.S. officials
are promising jobs and a better future, but at what cost to the
Oglala Lakota people?
Under the guidelines of the 1868 Treaty at Fort Laramie,
the Grass Roots Oyate have proclaimed their sovereign
immunity and have maintained peaceful control of the Red
Cloud Building since January 16th. Their quest has gained
international attention and forced the United States Government
to dust off and re-learn century-old treaties that are still
recognized as the supreme law of this country.
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

CONTACT:
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-8005565. Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

U.S.

CAN/ FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES
MEX
$40

$45

$60

$40
$80

10
25
50 100 COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
13 ISSUES $95 $125 $160 $275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES $190

52 ISSUES $110

$150

$150

$170 52 ISSUES $380 $500

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

w/ENVELOPE

$250

$320

$550

$640 $1,100

BACK ISSUE RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
(Discontinued)

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

